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To begin anew
Men's soccer team hopes to bounce
back after 4-12-2 season -SEESPORTs,s,..--..------_,.

Alcohol policy reyamped over break
Open containers get the boot after kickoff
j

·

LINDSAY BURY

o~en container laws will be earlier.
enforced at kickoff. Last sea"There is always room for
son, students could also start improvement and a better
During the summer, UCF at 7 a.m., but could .continue approach," says Binette.
restricted the. times at which until two hours after the game. · ''There's a strong support from
students could consume alco- ended or midnight, whichever SGA. Alumni Association and
hol while tailgating on the days came first.
others."
of home football games. :
Chad Binnette, Assistant
Students have·mixed reacStarting Saturday against Direc_tor of UCF. News and tions to the policy.
South Carolina State, students Information said that he hopes'
''.Although tailgating can be
will be allowed to start tailgat- · the new policy will encourage
ing on campus at 7 am., but the students to get to the stadium
PLEASE SEE TOWER ON·A18
Contributing Writer
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UCF students take care of
'Happy Paws' for away
pet owners - SEE NEWS,A2

.

Grammar police

•

•

Pet paradise fun

·, 1

Apparently good grammar is not a good
defense.Jeff Deck and Benjamin Herson,
vigilantes against typos, defaced a more
than 60-year-old sign at Grand Canyon
National Park and were sentenced to
probation and banned from the park for
a year afterfixing a misplaced
apostrophe and adding a comma.

1

REGULATIONS ROUNDUP
CHANGING
Open containers and alcohol
consumption on campus will end at
each home games kickoff

NOT CHANGING
Tailgating starts on campus again at
7. a.m.

Students living in the Towers will be
able to leave before and during games.

still can not drink on campus

Students youngerthan 21 years old

Drinking games such as beer pong are
prohibited in tailgating areas.

Alcohol paraphenalia - such as kegs,
mugs, beer bongs and glass bottles are still prohibited.
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Education

AN AMAZING
FEAl:USING
Laure11 Faraino, born with llmlted use of
her tlrms, mastered writing by using her
feet and can llOW list the SAT as another
achievement she ,:J1astered. The 17-yearold Vestavia Hffls High School senior
scored aperfect 2400 on tf\e college
admissions test "I thought Ihad done
well, but I was surprised that I did get a
~ score;'she said.

UCF's·mascot
helps students
move into Village

possible
lawsuit .

ASHLEY INGUANTA
StaffWriter

He paraded from resident to
resident, and from check-in
tent to check-in tent, until
everyone felt welcomed home.
He dian't say a word; just gestured Clad in black and gold
annor, Knightro, UCF's mascot,
helped students move into
·their new apartments at The
Village at Alafaya Club Satur-·

Planchers allege
wrongful death
JILLIAN KROTKI
Staff Wr.ifer .

University of <;::entral Florida freshman football· player,
Ereck Plancher, died during a
routine conditioning drill on
March 18, 2008. Now, Plancher's parents are seeking legal
action after the autopsy report
revealed that their son's body
shut down to grueling physical
activity.
Due to the controversy
regarding the death of their
son, the parents intend to file a
wrongful death suit with the
university.
A letter was sent to the UCF
Board of 'frustees and to Alex
Sink, chief financial officer of
the Florida Department of
Financial Services from the
Plancher family lawyer, J.D.
Dowell. in regard to the suit.
The letter stated the family's
stance on the death oftheir son
and made clear their intents to
file suit.

day.

This was Knightro'~ .first
time helping students · get
acquainted with college life.
''We want to bring UCF
Breaking
spirit to .our property," Katie
· Collins, the property manager
news on
of The Village at Alafaya Club,
your cell
said "Since we're off campus,
. .
it's really bard to form a close
Get UCF news sent to your cell
relationship with. UCF- ...
phone. Just text the keyword
Having the UCF mascot interUCfNEWS to 44636. .
twined with something that's
important to [the students],
AROUND CAMPUS, A2
their college careers, it would
be something memorable for
TEACHERS CAN GET
them."
INSTRUCTION AND
The mascot is only allowed
to
communicate
through gesTOOLS TO TEACH . ·.
turing, not talking. But that didTeachers can find out about rosters,
n't stop Knightro from ma)cing
grade books, syllabi, photos of students,
the new residents feel welcourse Web sites,and using software at
come. With a stoic step, he
the"fools you need to start the
walked down the line of stusemester" event.The event starts at 9
dents and waved, then gave
a.m. in Oassroom Building, Room 207.
them high fives and p<;>sed for
pictures.
----- - "I'd never seen him
[Knightro], so rm excited," said
LOCAL &STATE, A2 ' .
1 Andrea Maldonado, 20, a junior
POLICE OFFICERS
., biology major who just trans- .
ferred to UCF from Broward
FATALLY SHOOT AMAN
Community College. "[I like]
WHO WAS FLEEING
anything to amp me up for
UCE"
Authorities say Melbourne police
officers fatally shot a man during a foot
Taylor Weiss, a first-year
chase. Melbourne Street Crime Unit
Valencia student, agreed "I'm
Officers Eric Gould and Daniel Michaud
super excited about seeing the
have been placed on leave while the
mascot," she said. "I'm very
Florida Department of Law
excited about moving out,
Enforcement investigates the shooting.
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PLEASE SEE STUDENTS ON A16

STEFANIE KUNCMAN / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Knightro helps UCF student Nicole Ely, 19, move into Alafaya club on Saturday. While UCF's mascot is the strong silent type - only
speaking through gestures - that didn't stop him from lending a hand. The black and gold knight carried boxes up flights of stairs.

UCF ONA16

UCFto
modify
stadium
for sway
SHANNA FORTIER
Contributing Writer

NAT ON & WO LD, A4
•

•

OBAMA PICKS SEN. JOE
BIDEN OF DELAWARE
AS RUNNING MATE
Barack Obama introduced Sen.Joe'Biden
of Delaware on Saturday as a man a ready
to step in and be president," and the
newly minted running mate quickly
converted his debut on the Democratic
ticket into a slashing attack on Republican
candidate John McCain.
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UCF will make modifications to the Bright House
Networks
St adium
to
improve fan comfort and
avoid long-term wear on the
stadium.
Last sea son, w hen the
song "Kernkraft 40 0" by
Zombie Nation was played,
fal}.S would jump simultaneously, producing a synchronized motion that caused the
stadium structure to move.
The modifications will be
made to decrease the ·synchronized motion that some
fans found uncomfortable,
Grant Heston of UCF News
and Information said.
"The engineering analyses conducted in response to
the 'bounce/ sway' phenomePLEASE SEE MODIFICATIONS ON A17
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AROUND

CAMPUS

News and notices for
the UCF community

Teachers can get instruction too
Instructors can find out
about rosters, grade books,
syllabi, photos of students,
course Web sites, and using
any software at the "Tools you
need to start the sem,ester"
event.
The event starts at 9 am. in
Classroom Building, Room
207.
Call 407-823-3544 for more
information.

The Centro/ Florida Future is the Independent. studemwritten newspaper at the University of Central Ronda.
Opinions in the future are those of the individual
columnist and not necessarily those of the editorial staff
or the Uni'le!Sityadmlnistratioo. All content is property of
the CentmlFloridaFuture and may ~ot be reprinted In part
or ill whole without permission from the publishei:

Aseries of technology instructions

NEWSROOM

The Student Newspaper at UCF since 1968

August 25, 2008

Vol 40, Issue 69 • 32 Pages

407-447-4558

There are many technological forays at UCF, and you can
learri how to work them at the
Technology at UCF workshop.
Learn· how to use everything from' WebCT, library
databases and student classroom clickers to classroom ·
console computers.
The workshop starts at 2
p.m. in Classroom Building,
Room 207.
Call 407-823-3544 for more
information.
·

Ecfitor-in-Chief
Padrick Brewer x213
editor@(entrrJIFlori~afuturerom

News Editor
Tara Young x213
News.CFF@gmailcom

Online News Editor
Jeffrey Rileyx213
Online.CFF@gmailrom

UCF alumni open tne RitzCarlton of pet hotels nearby

Undergrad·research made easy
Getting involved in undergraduate research was never
so easy. At a workshop organized by the Office of Undergraduate Research, there will
be discussions on expanding
academic experience through
undergraduate research.
Representatives from the
Burnett Honors College,
McNair Scholars, · Research
and Ment'oring Program and
the Undergraduate Research
Journal will be on hand to
answer questions.
The workshop starts at 5
p.m. in the Student Union ,
Room316B.
Call 407-823-3125 for more
information.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

Police officers fatally shoot a man
who was fleeing a crash on foot
MELBOURNE - Authorities say Melbourne police officers fatally shot a man during
a foot chase.
Melbourne Street Crime
Unit Officers Eric Gould and
Daniel Michaud have been
placed on administrative leave
while the Florida Department
of Law Enforcement investigates Saturday night's shooting.
Commander Jim Gibbens
said
Melbourne
police
received a call reporting that a
car crash into another then
. leave the scene. Gould and
Michaud chased down the .
suspect, who shot at the officers. The officers returned
fire, hitting the suspect.
The suspect was taken to a
hospital and pronounced
qead.
Gould
and
Michaud
weren't injured.

AMiami Beach taxi cab hits 12
cyclists, one in critical condition
MIAMI BEACH A
Miai;ni Beach Police Department spokesman says a taxi
cab driver hit at least 12
cyclists while the group was
biking·across a causeway.
Police _s pokesman Juan
Sanchez said six cyclists were
taken to a hospital Sunday
morning.
Sanchez said one cyclist is
in very critical condition and
two others are critical but stable.
Information about the cab
driver was not immediately
released.

PLEASE SEE

LOCAL ON A4
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Opinions.Cff@gm~ilcom ·

Sports Editor
Brian Murphyx215
Sports.CFF@gmailrom

Variety Editor
Whitney Hamrick x214

ANDREA CANTERBURY
Staff Writer

Variety.CFF@gmailcom

Look. under the State Road 408 overpass on Colonial Dive, and you'll
find a Happy Paws Orlando, a dog and cat paradise. Labradors, Chihuahuas
and every mix in between play tug-of-war and swim laps around a dog boneshaped pool Busy owners can relax while their pet plays hard with the pack and
indulge in ''pawdicures" and µiassages or simply sleeps all day on a gigantic cat tower
sha~d like a forest tree.
"I think that so many of us, we worlc hard, but we want that companion and that
unconditional love," said Karina Pastrana, half of the creative duo behind Orlando's
newest ~t resort. "I feel that we are here to provide for a lot of people; we are able to
give their dogs something that sometimes they can't or won't be able to d1,lring the day.
· Our mission is to create a healthy, happy fun atmosphere where we cari continue to bond
the pet owner with their pet."
HaPP}'.' Paws Orlando opened its doors last month after five long years ofplanning by UCF
alumni and dog owners Mi<;:hael and Karina Pastrana. The brand new pet resort provides five
star boarding with 11 individually-themed luxury suites, grooming, training and day care to just
dogs and· cats - despite recent requests for mollkeys. The facility includes hygienic upgrades,
such l:18 angled .floors that automatically relocate "accidents" to a drain, and hospital-grade air conditioning to encour~ healthy respiratory systems and a stress-free environment.
Cats are kept s ~ from dogs and even have their own ventilation systems so s:uspecting cats can't sniff out dogs
across the lobby. The resort also offers owners the opportunity to check in on their pets through online Web cams that
-are setup throughout the facility.
'That Web cam utility: not o:nl:y helps owners feel at ease, but it also succeeded i,n convinci.pg a long-distance Y1ewer to adopt a pet temporarily staying at the facility. I:.ily, a mixed breed with a golden coat, had to be given up by her
owner and needed a new ho:rne. Because the W~b cams allow viewers to watch Lily interact ~th other dogs and
lniinan.s, she decided to aaopt the sweet-naturecl dog and take her home to a farm in North Carolina.
.
Stories like this one make the hard roaa that led.up to this day: worth it to Karina Pastrana. She said the fact that the
Web cam service was able to provide a new home to a dog in need is beyond rewarding.
·
The idea fOl1 the busipess began mve ~arsiago
the Pastranas entered their f~ dog, Ilio, into a Frisbee and
~ Diving competition. The event
at a pet resort - an j.tnl(pown coffc;ept to the dog owners. The idea just
Cl:lme to them, Pastrana said, and they ~ a difficult mission to perfect what today is a hygienic and contemporary

so
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''We pretty much have everything that we own and what we don't in here," Pastrana said
That commitment is what makes ~,it0.a so passionate about working with her clients, But the slobbering faces
of clients aren't the only ones affectea ~ tlie owners.
Several UCF students work at -1:he resort. But they don't label it a job; ~ t , like a pennanent puppy vacation.
''It's not like goi.t)g to work," said communication disorders arid speech patlJ,ology
Il13,jor Heat,b.erDanner. "You come, you get to play, h,tig them and they love you back."
Danner comes into wt>rk and plays with dogs every day; periodically getting
sloppy kisses and hugs. Danner said this job is great because it's not a typical
co!Jege job where you wait tables and force yow:self to stick with it.
Co-worker Cristina Dzialo, a graduating senior, gtj:ns ·as she talks about her
job :md all of the four-legged friends she gets to meet.
"You p~ with dogs all day-that's always a plus," Dzialo said "'There's no
tension:wbatsoever. It just puts you in a really good mood."
Dzialo lives down the street and watched the construction of the resort from
the gl'1?Uild µPt She said she loves spending time with"the dogs and thinks this job
1$ ~ b any student .animal lov~ The pet resort is looking for potential new
erp.p~ and a UCF background can't hurt Any interested applicants
sh6uld vis.it http://www.bappypawsorlando.com for more informa-

tion.

Drive by Happy Pa,ws Orlando and there's evidence that
business is fW]lling along smoothly. Owners anii dogs enter
and exit frequently; all witli :friendly waves, smiling faces
and wagging tails.
"1 love that all our dreams and all our hard work has
~ panned oft:" Karina Pastrana said. "I'm just so glad
that all the stu1hhat we've done, not only we're happy with
it, but i see 'the clients that come out. I have cards from parents that send us pictures of thei,r dpg saying this is the best
t:l)ing that;s ever ~pened."

Cara Cooper,
-Joseph Mangabirt, Brad Walkover
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In addition to a
number of features
designed to boost
the hygiene of the
resort, Happy Paws
features a boneshaped pool for the
aitters to cool off
their barking dogs.
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LET US KNOW
LOCAL WEATHER

High:90°
Low:75°
.

\

TODAY IN DETAIL
win east-south-east at 7 mph ilnd
milx humidity of 72 percent.
Tonight: Thunderstonns into the
evening, wind east-north-east ilt 7
mph and milx humidity of85 percent.

•

R(lfB@KnightNewspopers.com

One free copy of the (.errtra/ Florida Future
permitted per issue. Ifavailable, additional copies
may be purchased from our office with prior
approval for $1 each. Newspaper theft is a aime.
V't0lators may be subject to civil and aiminal

Today: Scattered thunderstorms with
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Ryan McDonald x211
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Unidentified body found in
burning car in an orange grove
THONOTOSASSA
Hillsborough County authorities say a body was inside a
burning car found in the middle of an orange grove.
The State Fire Marshall's
Office and the Hillsborough
County Sheriffs are investigating.
Sheriffs spokesman J.D.
Callaway said investigators
are working to figure out who
owned the car and how the
person inside the vehicle died.
Callaway said the fire was
intense and authorities could
not identify the body.

Opinions Editors
Nathan Christopher and
Jessica Saggio x213 .

Tuesday

High: 89°
SCATTERED T-STORMS Low: 75°

Wednesday

High: 90°
ISOLATED T-STORMS Low: 75°

The Future wants to hear
from you. If you· have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to
editor@centralfloridafuture.co
m. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Friday
for the Monday edition, 5 p.m.
Monday for the Wednesday
edition, and 5 p.m.' Wednesday
for the Fri~ edition.
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Gerald-Mark Breen, a.research associate and doctoral student in Public Affairs, holds a journal containing his cyberterrorism article.

Seeing Facebook's link in
cyberteITorist heirarchy
WILLIAM RICHARDS
Contributing Writer

In the battle to prevent
cyberterrorism,
UCF
researchers tagged cyberter..:
· rorists to social networking·
structures to lielp students
· and police . organizations
throughout the world better
understand a nearly invisible
enemy.
Research associate Gerald-Mark Breen and assistant
professor
Dr. Jonathan
Matusitz are digging up facts
and developing concepts
Cyberterrorism is the convergence of terrorism and cyberspace. It is generally
about cyberterrorism that are
understood to mean unlawful attacks and threats of attack against computers,
making their ,way into the
networks, and the information stored therein when done to intimidate or coerce
curriculum of UCF's stua government or its people in furtherance of political or social objectives. Further,
dents.
to qualify as cyberterrorism, an attack should result in violence against persons
· · Breen recently applied the
or property, or at least cause enough harm to generate fear. Attacks that lead ~o
social network theory to
death or bodily injury, explosions, plane crashes, water contamination, or severe
describe the way cybertereconomic toss would be examples. Serious attacks against critical infrastructures
rorists are able to network in
a way conventional terrorists
could be acts of cyberterrorism, depending on their impact. Attacks that disrupt
can't.
nonessential services or that are mainly a costly nuisance would not.
"[Social networking] is the
-WWW.CS.~EORGETOWN.EDU
theory that studies how people join forces," Matusitz
said. "They use cells. I'm vant · to cyberterrorism," ti.me there is a new technologoing · to help you, you're Breen said. "You can steal gy, people will take advantage of it, for good or for ill."
going to help me."
and destroy a life."
Both Breen and Matusitz
Conventional terrorists
The second advantage
operate in a hierarchical cyberterrorists have is the predict that -a s technology
structure, like a pyramid. Just way in which the Internet continues to advance in the
like the mafia, there is a boss (?Vercomes time and space. future, the vulnerability of
at the top of the pyramid who Anyone with a computer can infrastructure targets like
commands the greater num- use it against another com- electrical hubs or dams, both
ber of underlings beneath puter, no matter what the dis- supported by computers, will
them..
also increase.
tance.
Fox News recently reportAccording to Breen and
"They are just one mouse
Matusitz,
cyberterrorists click away from their target, ed that Russia used cyberadhere to a completely differ- but in reality, in the physical warfare on Georgia with
ent social structure. By using world, they are 10,000 miles denial-of-service · attacks
the Internet and online away," Matusitz said.
before its invasion. In another
strategies, cyberterrori~ts
Matusitz wrot~ his doctor- story, cyberterrorists were
don't need a leader. They just · al dissertation on the social abl~ to induce seizures in
need a common .goal, and network theory and cyberter- ~pileptics by inserting flashmore information from one ror. He identified Europe, ing lights on a Web forum for
another. The social network East Asia and North America epileptics.
of cyberterrorists is a flat hor- as the top cultures for proEven with the headlines,
izontal structure, where no ducing
cyberterrorists, Breen and Matusitz still
one is superior or dominant because these are the most believe cyberterrorism is
over anyone else.
computer oriented cultures.
overlooked for the disaster
When people participate
According to one of it's potentially capable 0£
in official social networks like Breen's recently published
''.Ninety percent of UCF
Facebook or Last FM, they articles, a cyberterrorist is students probably have no
are also part of a flat horizon- typically
a
disgruntled idea what cyberterrorism is,"
tal structure. It's no coinci- · employee
looking
for Matusitz said.
.,
dence that social networking revenge, similar to the stuBreen
and
Matusitz
Web sites and cyberterrorist dent in· the Philippines who believe that since the U.S.
networks are similar. When unleashed the infamous Love hasn't undergone a cyberterpeople join forces on the Bug virus in 2000, or an out- rorism equivalent of Sept. 11,
Internet they tend to form up side hacker between the ages the country won't realize the
in the same structure because of14and19.
threat until disaster strikes.
"Prevention is better than
of the way the Internet
Matusitz stressed the difworks.
ference between a hacke½ a cure," Matusitz said "If we
The
first
advantage and a cyberterrorist. A hack- can prevent this cyber 9/11,
cyberterrorists enjoy is er can be a, college whiz kid we would be better off than
anonymity. It's difficult to who has no intention of ca.us- . just training to respond to it
trace a malicious cyber attack ing harm. A cyberterrorist after it happened"
to its source. This problem seeks to cause harm because
To that end, Breen and
frequently occurs when insti- they have goals.
Matusitz's research on
tutions find out they've been
"They can be political cyberterrorism continues· to
hacked, only to discover they goals, ideological goals, contribute to studies . like
can't pinpoint who they've financial goals, or religious U'CF's new Emergency Manbeen hacked by.
goals," Matusiti said.
agement and Homeland
IJentity theft can someCyberterrorism is not a Security program.. Breen and
times be related to cyberter- new form of terrorism. Barry Matusitz already collaborate
rorism also. Social engineer- Collins is said to have coined with experts in many disciing is the process of building the term in the '80s. Once the plines, but they hope to join
a persona through online Internet was available to the forces with even more faculty
identity theft that a cyberter- whole world, terrorists took to promote awareness, edurorist can use to accomplish advantage of it.
cate students and do a little
their goal.
"That's the nature of the social networking of then"Identity theft is very rele- beast," Matusitz said "Every own to stop cyberterrorism..
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Orlando In the Millenia Plaza next to Super Target 407.248.2155
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Santa Rosa County gets 207 new
state of the art school busses
MILTON _'. Santa Rosa
County students will be riding to school in upgraded
buses this year.
The school district bought
209 new buses this school
year. The buses will have
Global Positioning Systems,
digital camera systems, seat
belts and air conditioning.
.
The purchase was part of a
$7 million contract Durham
School Services, which is
based in Illinois.
Laura Warren, general
manager for Durham School
Services, called the new models "state-of-the-art buses."
Superintendent of Schools
John Rogers said students will
be more comfortable in the
buses and communication
will be improved for drivers.

•

Buccaneers linebacker injured,
taken from field after tadde
TAMPA - Tampa Bay
linebacker Antoine Cash
dived and .collided with a
teammate makiug a tackle
during the fourth quarter of
the Buccaneers' preseason
game against Jacksonville and '
was carted off the field
There was no immediate
announcement
on
the
nature of the injury. Cash
was strapped to the cart with
his helmet still on.
Players from both teams
left the sideline and stood
around medical personnel as
they placed the third-year
pro on the cart.
Cash was injured when
. he lunged and appeared to
hit teammate Marcus Hamilton in the upper leg or hip as
the comerback was making
a tackle on Jaguars receiver
Troy Williamson. Hamilton
was also shaken up, but
limped off the field with
assistance from one of the
Buccaneers.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

·HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Virginia Tech students reaw
to get back to 'new normal
ROANOKE, Va. - Virginia Tech students returned
oyer the past week to a campus that appears as normal as
any othe:r, but is still healing
from the worst mass shooting in modem U.S. history.
Last August, the fall
semester began in Blacksburg with a somber, tearfilled ceremony to dedicate
memorial stones on the main
lawn for the 32 people killed
by a student gunman the previous spring.
Students this year came
back to a regular calendar,
beginnmg with a traditional
welcome picnic Sunday
before classes begin today.
"The routine on campus
has gotten back to a sense of
the 'new normal,' " said Debbie Day, who is charge of support services for families of
those killed by Seung-Hui
Cho and some two d9zen students who were injured. "I
don't think the campus will
ever be the same:•·
The April 16, 2007, shootings traumatized the campus,
and Day said some people
who did all right last year are
struggling more this year.
Mental health-experts have
said post-traumatic stress
disorder can show up as
many as five years later.
Along with counseling for
victims offered by the Office
of Recovery and Support, the
school added therapists at its
counseling center last year.
University spokesman Larry
Hincker said appointments
were up twofold
.
Fourteen of the injured
students are still in school.

•
•
•

•

UM bans on-campus freshman

from bringing cars

CORAL GABLES - The
University of Miami is telling
incoming freshman who live
on campus to leave their cars
at home.
The university has banned
cars its freshman class who
live in dorms this year.
The move is designed to
encourage public transportation, ride sharing and biking.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Firefighters try to extinguish a fire on a train canying oil products after it hit a mine
about 6 miles east of Georgia's strategic central city of Gori on Sunday.

•

Obama announces Sen.Joe
Biden as running mate

Geo'!Jia official blames
Russaa fortrain blast

SPRINGFIELD, Ill
Barack Obama introduced
Sen. Joe Biden ofDelaware on
Saturday as a man "ready to
step in and be president," and
the newly minted running
mate quickly converted his
debut on the Democratic ticket into a slashing attack on
Republicans seeking four
more years in the White
House.
Before a vast crowd
spilling out from the front of
the Old State Capitol. Obama
said Biden was ''what many
others pretend to be - a
statesman with sound judgment who doesn't have to
hide behind bluster to keep
America strong.''
Democrats
coalesced
quickly around the 47-yearold Obama's selection of the
veteran of three decades in
the Senate - a choice meant
to provide foreign policy heft ·
to the party's tieket for the fall
campaign against McCain
and the Republicans.
Biden
emerged
as
Obama's choice after·a secretive selection process that
reviewed at least a half-dozen
contenders - but evidently
not Hillary Rodham Clinton,
the former first lady who was
Obama's tenacious rival
across the primaries and cau-.
cuses of winter and spring.
Obama made a symbolic
choice for the site of the ticket's first joint appearance.
It was a brutally cold winter day more than a year ago
when he stood outside the
historic structure in the Illinois capital to . launch his
quest for the White House.
He returned this day in
sunshine, the party's improbable nominee-in-waiting, a
black man in his first Senate
term who outdistanced a
crowded field of far betterknown · and more experienced rivals for the nomination.
The Democratic National
Convention opens on in Denver Monday to nominate him
as president and Biden as vice
president, the ticket that
Democrats hope to ride into
the White House after eight
years of Republican rule.
Polls indicate a highly
competitive race at the end of
a summer in which McCain
eroded· what had been
Obama's slender advantage in
the national surveys.

TBILISI, Georgia - A
train carrying oil products hit
a landmine on Sunday, causing at least two tanker cars to
burst into flames and send
thick clouds of black smoke
skyward, a Georgian official
said
There are no rmmediate
reports of casualties in the
blast near the central city of
Gori
Georgian Interior Ministry spokesman Shota Utiashvili blamed Russia for the·
blast.Russia has pulled most
its troops out of Georgia after
days bf fighting but maintains
significant positions in the
ex-Soviet republic.
Utiashvili said the train,
may have been carrrying
petroleum products from ·
Azerbaijan toward a Georgian Black Sea port. He ·said
two tanker cars were burning, but a television report
said 10 of the cars were in
flames.
Georgian television said
two nearby houses were
damaged and windows were
blown out.
-

Pakistan ruling coalition
on verge of collapse
ISLAMABAD, Pakistan -

Pakistan's ruling . coalition
teetered on the brink of collapse as the two main partners squabbled over a successor to ousted President
Pervez Musharra£
Former Prime Minster
Nawaz Sharif; who heads the
junior partner in the coalition,
demanded the dominant Pakistan People's Party slash the
president's powers before he
would support its candidate.
Asif Ali Zardari, head of
the PPP and widower of the
party's assassinated leader
Benazir Bhutto, agreed Saturday to run for the presidency.
Sharifalso pushed forward
the deadline for restoration of
dozens of judges sacked by
Musharraf - another key
issue dividing the two main
parties since they forced the
president from power less
than a week ago.
Still pressure was building
for the two sides to end differences that appeared increasingly irreconcilable.
A Sharif aide, Pervez
Rasheed, told The Associated
Press that "general opinion"
r in his party favored an exit
from the coalition, and that
party leaders would meet
today to decide. •
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YOU CAN'T MAKE UP

Ten Taliban fighters killed
in Afgahn dashes
KABUL, Afghanistan U.S.-led coalition troops
clashed with a group of Taliban fighters in northern
Afghanistan, killing six militants, while four militants
were killed in a battle in the
south, officials said
President Hamid Karzai,
meanwhile, fired two Afghan
army officers ~llowing a
joint Afghan-coalition operation that he said killed at least
89 'civilians.
In the north, coalition
troops returned fire after
being attacked.by -I\lilitants
while on patrol in the volatile
Tagab valley of , Kapisa ,
province, · said coalition
spokesman 1st Lt. Nathan
Perry.
Rahimullah Safi, the
province's deputy governor,
:,aid six militants were killed
in the clash, while Perry said
"multiple militants" were
killed
Tagab is close to where
militants killed 10 French
troops Tuesday in the dead- ·
liest ground attack on.foreign
troops since the Taliban were
ousted from power in 2001.
In southern Helmand
province Sunday, four militants were killed by NATO
aircraft and Afghan troops,
the military alliance said in a
statement.
'!):oops fired on the militants after they attacked an
Afghan army unit that was
guarding a satellite station in
Helmand's Musa Qala district, the statement said
In the eastern Kunar
province, a civilian Mi-8 supply helicopter contracted by
NATO-led troops crashed
shortly after takeoff Sunday,
killing one person on board
and wounding three others,
the alliance said in a statement.
It said the helicopter was
leaving a NATO base in the
area when it crashed
The alliance did not
release the nationalities of
the civilians or say what
caused the crash.
Separately, three civilians
were killed and seven others
wounded when their vehicle
· was hit Sunday by a roadside
.bomb in the eastern Khost
province, said Abdul Qayum
Bakizoy, the provincial police
chie£
More than3,400 people mostly militants - have
been killed in insurgencyrelated ·violence this year,
according to figutes from
Western and Afghan officials.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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University of Central Florida

,

Parking & Transportation
•

Services

,

.
•

Permit Regulations:

,

Apermit is required for all motor
vehicles parked on campu.s.
Permits MUST be ordered online,
and can be picked up at Garage
. Bor:mailed to your home.

'

Daily permits are also available.

Vehicle assistance offered
by Parking Services:

•

• Jumpstart your car
·Calla tow truck
• Tire Inflation
• Give directions

•
•

Parking Services Office Hours:
Mon-Fri: 7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.

•

-

•

..,

..

.

How to get your parking permit
Order your parking
permit.online at ·
www.parking.ucf.edu
(complete instructions
are online)

•
•
,.

Pay for your permit
• Avoicf the lines. Pay online with Credit Card and
have your permit mailed to you.
• Pay online and pick up your permit.
• Pay with personal check, casli, or Credit Card at
Parking Services Office.

•

..
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

Your permit must be ordered online!
www.parking.ucf.edu
--

For info call: (407) 823-5812
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.UCF professor discovers vaccine for bio-threat
JILLIAN KROTKI

They inhaled billions of spores
of the plague.
All of the rats that were not
A UCF professor and given any form of the vaccine
researcher may have discov- died in three-to-four days.
ered a vaccine against the About 10 billion spores of the
Black Plague.
plague were found in their
Dr. Henry Daniell has been spleens.
asking hims~lf for years: Why
"The Research Institute
are people who need vaccines kept the rats for 60 days,"
unable to afford them because Daniell said "The rats given
they're far too expensive? His the oral vaccine all survived
goal was not only to find a vac- and a fourth of the rats that
cine for the plague, but to fig- were injected survived"
ure out why they're so expenAt the end of the 60-day
sive and try to find an period, the rats were analyzed
alternate.
to find out if spores were still
''.A lot of complex machines present and why the injected
are used to make a vaccine," rats did not survive as well as
Daniell said. "Fermentation the orally vaccinated rats.
must take place in certain cell ·
Dr. Abdolreza Davoodistructures and everything Semiromi joined the team in
must be spotless and sterile. November 2007 and analyzed
Once it's pure, it must be the blood to see if immunities
refrigerated, transported and had developed
then sterile needles are needed
"I found that a strong profor injection. It's expensive."
tection had been developed."
The Black Plague wiped Davoodi-Semiromi
said.
out London in the Middle "There were billions of spores
Ages and still has a wide- in the untreated rats and zero
spread presence around the in the treated rats. There was
world It is also one of the top 100 percent protection. The
two bioterrorism threats.
oral vaccine is at least as good
Daniell has not only found a as the injected and it is easier
vaccine, but rather than being to vaccinate people with an
injectable, it is an oral capsule. oral capsule. Not to mention.
By using genetically engi- the oral capsule had a more
neered plants ·and creating a challenging route than the
powder to go inside of the cap- injected vaccine. There were
sules, the expensive machin- more barriers."
ery is avoided
Daniell found that the sur"Polio is the only other vac- vival rate ·of the rats. that had
cine that was ever created in been given the oral capsule
pill form," Daniell said. "It's was so high was because it
like we ·all just forgot that it produces immunity that canwas possible."
not be formed through injecThis vaccine was tested two . tion.
different way - through an
"There are two immune
oral capsule and the standard systems working; the blood
injection.
and the gut,'' Daniell' said "By
"There were 60 animals orally t ~ g the vaccine, the
that were divided into six dif- gut immune system is activatferent groups. Some were ed and it eventually spreads
given the oral capsule, some into the blood, while the injecthe injection. and others noth- tion only activates the blood
ing at all,'' Daniell said "They immune system."
were then sent to the United
Daniell has been working
States Army Medical Research on this research for almost five
Institute of Infectious Dis- years, and has received fundeases."
ing from the National InstiAt the institute, the rats tutes of Health and the USDA
were put into chambers and In order to receive funding,
given the aerosol challenge'. l)aniell had to propose his idea
Staff Writer

.

a
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,Prof. Henry Daniell holds a genetically engineered plant that, when reduced to a powder, produces a vaccine for the plague that killed third of Europe's population in the Middle Ages.

and write a proposal that
would be reviewed nationally
by experts. Each proposal
receives a score and in order to
earn funding, and he ' had to
score within the top IO percent. Proposals must be resubmitted every four y~ars.
Daniell decided to start his.
research on the plague vaccine
shortly after working on a
related
study ·regarding
diabetes. Right now Daniell
has one pharmaceutical partner stepping up for his
diabetes cure.
Daniell has no intention to
stop looking for answers any
time soon. He is currently
working on tlie top 10 diseases
and has already conquered
cholera and malaria.

BUBONIC PLAGUE
CAUSES

Plague is caused by the organism Yersinia pestis. Rodents,
such as rats, spread the disease to humans.
People can get the plague when they are bitten by a flea
that carries the plague bacteria from an infected rodent. In
rare cases, you may get the disease when handling an infected
animal.
Certain fonns of the plague can be spread from human to
humao.When someone with the plague coughs, microscopic
droplets carrying the infection move through the air. Anyone
who breathes in these particles can catch the disease. An
epidemic may be started this way. In the Middle Ages, massive
plague epidemics killed millions of people:
Risk factors fur plague include a recent flea bite and
exposure to rodents, especially rabbits, squirrels, or prairie
dogs, o~ scratches or bites from infected domestic cats.

EARLY BUBONIC PLAGUE SYMPTOMS
Early bubonic plague symptoms can include:
• Buboes {tender,enlarged lymph nodes under the
annpits, in the neck, or in the groin, ranging in
size from 1 to 10 cm.,and found in 70 percent of
patients)
•Fever
•Headache
•Chills
•Nausea
•Vomiting
• Abdom,inal pain
• Diarrhea, which may be bloody
• Decreased appetite
.
• Tiny broken blood vessels (called petechiae).
- PLAGUE.EMEDTV.COM

BECOME THE MOST

GIFTED STUDENT

ON CAMPUS.
The coolest college gear, great prices and expert advice, that's your
neighborhood RadioShack. Come in now· and get great deals on all the
stuff you need to get your year off to a hot start.
'

I

+
,

+

Plantronics Explorer
220 Bluetooth
Headset

Virgin Mobile ARC

AT&T Sierra Wireless
881, USBConnect AirCard

s2999 Reg. $39.99

Totally Unlimited
calling plan$79 .99 per month

with qualifying
new 2-year agreement for
rate plans $60 or. more
on the primary line only.
$279.99 without.

s4999 ·

. 17-2836

17-3598

FREE*

fi~v=

17-2762

•

INFU IONS

Compaq COSO Laptop

Netgear
Wireless-G Router

s49999after $100 mail-in s3999
prepaid card. Reg. $599.99
Reg. $59.99
25-497

for your healt care needs,
you can receive the infusion
in the safety and privacy of
Ambient's infusion suite.

4GB ReadyBoost
USB Flash Drive

s249925-275

25-3342

WEARE LOCATED INTHE
UCF RESEARCH PAR~
which means you could
·attend class in the morning,
receive an infusion, and make
your noon class.

Offers good 7/27/08 through 9/30/08. Availability may vary by store. See store for details.
*Price requires credit approval. upto $36 activation fee and $175 early-termination fee. Monthly access
and other airtime charges and taxes apply. ©2008 AT&T Intellectual Property. All rights reserved.

® RadioShack.
Do Stuff·
RadioShack.com

VISIT A RADIOSHACK STORE NEAR YOUR CAMPUS.

Oviedo Marketplace Mall
1435 Oviedo Marketplace Blvd.
Oviedo, FL 32765

Willa Springs Shopping Center
5693 Redbug Lake Road
Winter Springs, FL 32708'
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Get a roommate
that won't use
your toothbrush

•

•

•
•

•

•

A

IKEA roommates are easy to live with. Always smart and stylish,
they can make college much more comfortable. And with so m_any
to choose from, you're sure to find your perfect match .

•
•

HULDA TECKNA
twin quilt cover set

$1499

100% cotton. Green/wliite 801.255.86

"

KASSETT
magazine files

$39 ~ea·

•

Paperboard.
W4xD9¾xH 12½".
White 901.154.50

•
POLARVIDE throw $3.99100% polyester.
W51 xL67". Red 800.~99.27

•

•

•

MIKAEL workstation

•

Printed and embossed foil finish. RA.
W41 xD1-9 %xH65%".
Birch effect/white 701.114_91

GOSASYREN
standard pillow
$9.99 100% cotton
with polyester
filling. W26xL20"_
301 .311.70

$109
KVART work lamp
$12.99 Adjustable
arm. Painted steel/.
cost iron. Mox 40W.
RA. H17". 701.207.54

•

MYSARONN
twin quilt $29.99
100% cotton cover.
Duck feather/
duck down filling.
801 .334.97

•

..

KRABB
mirror

$999
Glass. W7'1axH63".
948.903.00

.

.
SYNTES MUG 59¢
Stoneware. H4".
Block 601.200.28

•

•

HELMER drawer unit $39.99
Powder-coated steel. Wll xD16¾xH271/a".
Red 401.078.n

J

DALSELV twin bed frame $59.99
Solid pine, RA. 100-216_29

•

polyurethane foam mattress $99.99
Cotton, polyester, polyurethane foam .
W38¼xL741/axT33/s"- 001.397.52

•

•
•

BEDDINGE LOVAs sofa-bed $299
Shown in Ronsto naturaL 100% cotton removable cover.
Powder-coated steel frame. RA W 78¾ xD4JxH35¾".
Bed size: W551/axD78¾". Natural 498.300.06

•

•
•"
•
••
•

IKEA ORLANDO
RA = Requires Assembly.
All textiles shown are imported.
See IKEA store for country of origin information.
© Inte r IKEA Sy ste ms B.V. 2008. Printed in USA. Advertising supplement.

Conroy Road and
Eastgate Drive at Millenia
(407) 355-3155
Mon-Sat: 10am-9pm
Sun: llam-7pm
Restaurant opens 30 minutes
before store.

®

www.lKEA-USA.com
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Kai Penn visits UCF in support of Sen. Obama
TARA YOUNG&
ASHLEY INGUANTA
News Editor and Staff Writer

When actor and producer
Kal Penn was watching the
2004 Democratic National
Convention, a skinny senator
with big ears caught his attention.
But it wasn't his appearance that intrigued him. It was
his message, a message that
Americans shouldn't be divided by red states and blue
states, but rather should come
together as the United States.
Fast-forward four years
and Penn, known for his character Kumar in the Harold and
Kumar movies, was at UCF as
part of three-day voter regis-·
tration push at Florida universities.
"He wasn't a career politician, he started working as a
community organizer," Penn
said about what attracted him
· to Obama. "The second was.
that he was a practicing civil
rights lawyer. And the third
was that he taught· Constitutional Law for 10 years ... we
kind of figured that wouldn't
it be amazing to finally have a
president that read the Constitution?"
At noon on Saturday auditorium room .119 in the Business Administration Building
was decorated with posters
saying "Hope," and "Knights 4
Change." Penn took part in
the voter registration rally,
and said that if enough students registered across the
state, Obama would pull Florida.

"Three are almost 900,000
college students in Florida, so
if you register to vote at your
dorm or school address, he'll
win Florida and he'll win the
.presidency," Penn said. ''.And
the reason why that's significant this year is that he's
reaching out to folks who
maybe have not been included before. If you look around
the rooin real quick at
Barack's staff of volunteers,
it's a diverse group ... It's not
just divided along lines any-

•

.
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Actor Kai Penn speaks to students about the importance of voting at a llKnights for Change" event Saturday. Although Penn is a registered independent, he has been traveling across the country campaigning for Senator Obama.

more."
Voter registration rallies ·
took .place Friday, Saturday
and Sunday at the University
of Miami, Florida International University, UCF, Florida
State University and University of Florida. A meet-andgreet with UF freshmen was
also held Saturday.
Although Penn is a registered Independent, · he took
notice of Obama during his
keynote speech at the 2004
Democratic National Convention.· After taking a look at his
policies, Penn became a
strong supporter of his cam.:.
paign and has canvassed
around the country for

Obama and his vision for crowd, all there for diverse were happy with the turnout. there was a question-and"I think [the event] went . answer session. A student said
"change we can believe in."
reasons as well.
He also spoke about the
"Kal Penn really connects really well, I'm really glad she missed the ·cut-of:( age to
huge increases in the youth with college students, and we about the turnout. I'm very vote by a couple of days, and
vote.
like· his independent stance, happy about. it. I do think asked Penn what she could do
"This past January, the that's really appealing to a lot more people are going to get to help.
"The evidence is shown
youth vote in the Iowa pri- · of college students," said Ben involved [after Kal Pen's
that if you knock on 20 doors
mary increased by 150 per- King, political science and speech]," King said.
cent, and in Florid;i it psychology major and presiChris D.unwooly also 3 times between now and
increased by 300 percent over dent of College Democrats. '¼ helped put tc;,gether this event . election day ... and talk about
what it was in 2004," Penn lot of college students don't and opened up the event.
why
you're
supporting
said. "So the top story the day identify as . Republican or
"Knights for Change is an Barack, get their ideas, if they
after the Iowa caucus was that Democrat, they're just inde- idea, a movement ... Knights ' have questions come back ,
Barack Obama and Mike pendent, they have these for Change is just a bunch of with information for them,
Huckabee won the primaries, ideas. And Ka1 Penn is young concerned students and citi-· that will increase- voter
or won the caucuses, and the like us and is a great person to .zens that want to build this turnout by 12 percent," Penn
number two story was that have."
coalition anajust change the said. "There's no way you
the youth vote made that hapCollege Democrats and world one campus at a time," won't, make a significant .
pen for Barack's campaign."
Knights For Change both Dunwooly said. .
· impact in the election," P~nn
Many students were in the helped host the event and
At the end of the event · said.
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Police misconduct taJked about
JONATHAN HOHENSEE

•

www.CentralFloridoFuture.com

"The good news is that
Orlando is no worse than
anywhere els,e; tqe bad
news is that it is no better
~ anywhere elset King
uowning, the national
coordinator for the American Civil Liberties Union's
campaign against racial
profiling, said.
Downing was at a town
hall forum held at the Dr.
James R. Smith Neighborhood Center on Saturday.
The forum was held to
address alleged police ·
misconduct in the Central
Florida community.
"I came down here to
support our Orlando chapter because of all of the
problems that have been
circulating for years
because of racial profiling,
illegal stops and seizures,
police abuse and on and
on," Downing said.
Downing was part of a
five-person panel that
included: Jeffrey C. Billman, a writer for the
Orlando Weekly; Josh
LeClair, a local ~activist
who does work for the
police-surveillance organization Copwatch; David
Rucker from the ACLU of
Orlando; and Tiffany Jones
rrom the · Association of
Community Organizations
for Reform Now.
. The event was organized by the Central Florida
chapter of the ACLU.
Sponsors of the event
include the AFL-CIO, the
Council ori AmericanIslamic Relations and the
UCF chapter of Students
for a Democratic Society.
· SOS at UCF has previously hosted other public
speaking events on similar
topics.
The event was organ. ized to be held within a
week before several elections around Central Florida, including the election
of the Orange County
Sheriff. County Sheriff
candidate Malone ,Stewart
was in attendance.
During the panel, the
speakers covered a wide
array of police-community
relations topics, including
alleged abuse of arrests for
non-violent resistance and
lack of oversight on, police
abuse cases. According to
Billman, all but one of the
98 claims to Orlando's
Internal Affairs office concerning complaints of
excessive force towards
officers have been cleared
"There is no real
accountability for this
stu.H:" Billman said
Not only were problems of the community
discussed during the town
hall forum, but solutions
to those problems were
presented to the audience
as well.
Downing provided the
audience a list of items
that coinniunity organizers can do to help improve
police-community relations that include collect. ing information, involving
area youth and developing
relations with attorneys.
"The purpose ·of the·
forum today was to talk
about what is misconduct;
to provide different perspectives on the p~oblem,''
S:\id Joyce
Hamilton
Henry, a region'a l director
for the Central Florida
ACLU. "Not because we
didn't know about it, but
because we wanted new
people to·know that this is
a real problem, al~o to.
explore and discuss what
kind of options or actions
we need to take to address
them."
"I think we accomplished that, but we have a
lot of work ahead of us,"
Henry said.
"I thought it was a good
first step for getting the
discussion out there,'' said
Dante John Terminello, a
marketing major at UCF
who is involved with the
Orlando
Progressive
Alliance and the university's Project Darfur club.
Terminello said that the
event was a good outlet for
people who felt hurt and
victimized and otherwise
would not have had any
other place to go with
their concerns.
"Obviously, there were

SOS was the largest and most influentiaf radical student organization of the 1960s. At its inception in 1%0, there
were just a few dozen members, inspired by the civil rights movement and initially concerned with equality, economic
, justice, peace,and participatory democracy. With the escalation of the Vietnam War, SOS grew rapidly as young people
protested the destruction wrought by the US government and military. Polite protest turned into stronger and more
deteRTlined resistance as rage and frustration increased all across the country.
Beginning January 2006, a movement to revive Students for a Democratic Society took shape. Asmall group of high
school and college students reached out to former members of the "Sixties" SOS, to re-envision a student movement
in the United States.They called for a new generation of SOS, to build a radical multi-issue organization grounded in
the principle of participatory democracy. Several chapters at various colleges and high schools were subsequently
formed. On Martin Luther King, Jr. Day of 2006, these chapters banded together to issue a press release that stated
their inte~tions to reform the national SOS organization.
-WWW.SDS.REVOLT.ORG

a lot of passionate people;
everybody was here for a reason. A lot of people had victimization to them, a lot people are here looking for
answer because you can't

#524so1

~··

really go to 't he police department and go 'someone just
treated me wrongly, what can
you do about it?'" Terminello
said.
The ALCU will host an

evening discussion on the
Gunatanamo Bay Detention
Camp, featuring ALCU attorney Ben Wizner, today at
Stardust Video and Coffe
from 6p.m. to 8p.m.

COUPON BOOK

in the student union today
or print your coupons online at
www.KnightNewspapers.com/
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Fay douses Florida with trouble
KARI WILBERG
StaffWriter

Tropical Storm Fay may
have caused a few delays and
cancellations, but UCF was
prepared to counter these
changes.
UCF's main campus closed
Tuesday, along with several
other regional campuses. The
Brevard County campus was
closed through Friday, associate director of UCF News and
Information · Chad Binette
said
"In Brevard, a lot of the
streets are flooded," Binette
said "So it's hard for people to
get around"
The Palm Bay and Cocoa
Beach campuses were also
closed Tuesday through Friday.
According to an e-mail sent
out by UCF, the UCF Daytona .
Beach campus was open from
9 am. to noon on Saturday for
advising, registration and student services.
Binette said some employees from several departments
were asked to work, including
Police; Physical Plant; Environmental Health and Safety;
and Housing and Residence
Life.
Binette said these departments were asked to work to
ensure the safety of students
and the campus.
"Our university community appreciates their dedication
and hard work," Binette said
Joe Hornstein, associate
director of Athletics Commu, nications, said, ''UCF athletics

teams fared pretty well"
He said football players
wei;-e fortunate to have the
Nicholson Fieldhouse indoor
practice facility so they could
move their practices inside.
Hornstein .said the Fieldhouse
contains a regulation-length
FieldTurf-lined field so the
team was able to maintain a
normal practice schedule.
Hornstein said the facilities
department planned ahead to
avoid damage by taking down
banners, tents and fence
PLEASE SEE HOUSING ON A11

"In terms of the housing move in,
the first day was August 17, which
was Sunday. But about 80 percent
moved in Thursday or later, so
most were not here o~ Tuesday.".
___: CHAD BINffiE
UCF NEWS AND INFORMATION

COURTESY CARLOS MALDONADO

Top left, flooding from Tropical Storm Fay overtakes Canveral Groves. Tap right, the flooding engulfs steps and a sign and Celebration. Above, the intersection of Murrell and Spyglass Road
in Melbourne undergoes flooding from Tropical Storm Fay. Rain totals from a nearby guage were more than 26 inches for a 24-hour period.
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windscreens.
The men's soccer team was
forced to cancel an exhibition
game against St. Leo and
reschedule its exhibition game
against the College of
Charleston from Sunday to
Thursday, Hornstein said.
Other activities were either
canceled or rescheduled due
to Fay.
According to an e-mail sent
out by UCF, the Stone Temple
Pilots concert scheduled for
August 19 was canceled. Concertgoers can look for an
updated concert schedule at
www.ucfarenacom.
In addition, students moving into on-campus housing
had a few surprises when student move in on Tuesday was
rescheduled to earlier that
morning.
"In terms of the housing
move in, the first day was
August 17, which was Sunday,"
Chad Binette of News and
Information said. "But about
80 percent moved in Thursday
or later, so most were not here
on Tuesday." Binette said UCF stressed
to students and parents to only
travel when they felt it was
safe to do so.
Orientation was canceled
Tuesday, but was held
Wednesday, according to emails sent out by UCF. UCF
said it would understand if
students showed up late due to
the weather conditions.

Binette said students were
never asked to leave their oncampus housing to find shelter. "The storm wasn't severe
enough to do that so students
who were here were able to
stay in their dorms," Binette
said.
Christi Hartzler, director of
Housing and Residence Life,
said there was no serious damage done to the UCF housing
during the storm.
"We had some leaks
. through windows and things
like that, but no groundwater
flooding," Hartzler said.
Binette said even though
there was no serious damage,
it was a good way to prepare
students and staff for future
storms.
'We managed to escape the
· storm, but it was really good
practice for us to activate our
emergency operations center,"
Binette said.
Hartzler said in the future,
the most .important thing for
· students to do during a tropical storm or a hurricane is to
tell their family members
where they are going to be,
where they are going and to
follow the instructions of the
local government and the
community.
"V'{e all have to be very
aware when we are having a
tropical storm;• Hartzler said.
"Even a tropical storm can,
produce serious conditions."
· Binette said UCF expects
all campuses to be open on
Monday.
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We had some leaks through
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windows-and things like that, but
no ground water 'flooding,"
- CHRISTI HARTZLER
DIRECTOR OF HOUSING AND RESIDENCE LIFE

-
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Computers and cash registers at Knights Corner, a bookstore at Alafaya and University, is covered with plastic sheets to protect them during Tropical Storm Fay last week. Knights Comer
closed early Saturday because of leaks caused by the storm, several of which were at the front of the store.
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Pegasus PalOOza events welcome students back
For the first time ever, UCF
is having a welcome week, complete with activities every night.

Schedule of Events
SATURDAY, AUGUST 23
LINK Luau
From 6 to 8 p.m. at the Leisure
Pool This event was canceled.

SUNDAY, AUGUST 24
Waterford Run
From 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
various locations.
A continuous shuttle will
escort students to and from
Waterford Lakes Town Center.
Students will get to check out all
of the stores, restaurants and
entertainment that Waterford
Lakes has to offei:

Opening Knight
· From 4:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. at
the Student Union
This is an interactive program
that will present mqre than 400
UCF clubs and organizations.
Students will be able to sign up to
join clubs that spark their interests and get involved at UCF.

MONDAY, AUGUST 25
Kickoff Speaker
From 7 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. in the
Pegasus Ballroom
Chris Skinner, the most up
and coming motivational speaker in America, will come to motivate UCF students and get them
pumped up for the upcoming
semester.

Bookstore Fashion Show
From 8:30 p.m. to 10 p.m. at the
UCF bookstore.
. The Bookstore is providing
yet another chance for all UCF
students to get ·free stuff. Students will have a chance to preview all of the brand new UCF
gear, get free Knights apparel,

and also an opportunity for a -.
scholarship will be available.

TUESDAY, AUGUST 26
Dive-In Movie
From 7 p.in. to 10 p.m at
Recreation and Wellness Center's Leisure Pool
Come out to the RWC Leisure
Pool for a night of splashing and
film. SGA is hosting a Dive-In
movie for free. There will also be
a raffle of Orlando Magic gear to
support Knight-Thon Don't miss
out on this great way to get connected to UCF. Hit up the
Leisure Pool for a good time, a
good cause and a good movie.

•

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 27
'The Gauntlet on Memory Mair
From 6 p.m to 9 p.m at the
Memory'Mall
Students will get a chance to
meet prominent athletics staff
members and players. Activities
and entertainment, such as photo
opportunities, a Qµarterback
Challenge course and a field goal
kicking competition, will ensure
a great time for everyone.

Movies on the Plaza
From 9 p.m to 12 a.m at ·the
Memory Mall
Comfy seating is provided
while the movie is shown on a 26foot screen with surround saund
Show up early and enjoy plenty of
entertainment, prize giveaways
and more. Knights Plaza will be
open to purchase food or bring a
picnic of your own.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 28
Welcome Expo .

From 10 am to 2 p.m. at the
First Year Advising office.
The office of First Year Advising and Exploration will give different campus organizations,
departments, agencies, together
with outside corporations, the

•
CFFARCHIVE

This year's first ever Pegasus Palooza is going on right now, and one of the events is a UCF Late Knight. At one of 2007's Late Knight events, students got to play sumo.wrestlers.

chance to let all UCF students
know what they have to o~er.

'Knightstock' Concert

.

From 8 p.m. to 11 p;m. at

MemoryMall
"Knightstock'' is a unique
opportunity to enjoy a jam session hosted by CAB concerts
out on Memory Mall. Gifted

local bands will come out to
,rock under the stars.

FRIDAY, AUGUST 29
CAB Open Mic Knight and
Karaoke
From 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. at
SouthSide BBQand Pizza.

Freshman Frenzy gives,
new students an awesome ,
glimpse of UCF .football
They will be introduced to
the wonderful experience of
Knights football. As they rush
the field and learn new
cheers, students will be able
to show their true Knight
spirit.

•
"

late Knights

From 9 p.m. to 2 a.m. at the UCF Football Game
From 6 p.m to 10 p.m. at
Memory Mall
·
Bright
House Networks StaThis alcohol-free alternative is an exciting on-campus dium
. The UCF Knights will be
activity that provides a night
filled with fun activities, free £acing the South Carolina
food and plenty of prizes and State Bulldogs in the first
giveaways. Spend this Friday home game of the 2008 footnight having a great time with . ball season Start offby tailgatyour friends - or even use it ing at Memory Mall and then
as a chance to meet some new move on to our newly constructed Bright House Stadiones.
um to cheer our Conference
USA champion Knights to
SATURDAY, AUGUST 30
victory.
Freshmen Frenzy ·

16 - 20 lbs

11.964 E. Colonial Drive @
~mazon
Village Mall
,.

..

From 3:45 p.m. to 5 p.m. at
UCFArena.

1807 N. Goldenrod Rd. @
Chevron next to Sam's Club

...

- OFFICE OF FIRST YEAR EXPERIENCE .
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AMANDA WELCH

development last year. "It's
·
killing two birds with one plantings and the heat island
still new but the structure is
•
•
stone"
roofs, which relieve heat in a
more defined"
The Operations Sustainabili- concentrated urban environIn fall 2007, UCF's environThe student alliance will
ty Alliance has been exercising . ment with a highly reflective or
mental community resolved be a group of 12 students
its lines of communication in green root: covered with plants
to organize, forming a bud- selected by Murphy, who is
' · on-campus projects, such as and soil.
ding network of environmen- also the environmental and
sustainable development.
LEED points are allotted for
talists and conservationists sustainability coordin_ator for
UCF's Facilities Planning efforts such as installing enerfrom all backgrounds and the UCF Student Governdepartment is required to con- gy-efficient appliances, moniconcentrations dubbed the ment Association.
struct all campus buildings to toring air quality, using natural
"Sustainability Alliance."
The sustainability alliance
the "~ilver standard" set by the light, installing low-flow or noA year later, the Sustain- will be funded by SGA. but
U.S. Green Building Council's flow toilets and urinals, and
ability Alliance has been will remain· its own entity,
_ MICHELLE MURPHY
Leadership in Energy and Envi- even for extra efforts not
expanded and re-configured Murphy said
STUDENT SUSTAINABILITY ALLIANCE'S ADVISER
ronmental Design program. included on its list.
to include three sub-groups:
Its members will meet _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ This obligation is one of many
The checklist's "innovation
the_ Student Sustainability vveekly and host meetings
President John Hitt bound the and design· process category''
Alliance, the Faculty Sustain- open to the student body for ence approach as opposed to
campus, organized by Stacey university to when he signed allowed the Operations Sustainability Alliance and the Oper- criticisms
and
ideas. earth-sciences," she said. "It's
Ra~or, the communications the College and University ability Alliance to exercise
_ations Sustainability Alliance. Essentially, the
student about human beings because
manager at Energy and Sustain- Presidents Climate Commit- some
eco-creativity
in
Knights fans will no doubt alliance will function as a liai-. we're part of the earth system.
ability Management and the ment in February 2007.
exchange· for some of those
see the work of the student son between the students and And it's about looking, not for
public-operations liaison for the
Buildings are awarded a sil- extra LEED credits. One innoalliance first-hand, as it moves . the. operations departments linear effects, but for whole
operations alliance.
ver standing based on LEED's vative measure UCF Houseto lessen tailgaters' environ- and faculty members. That ecosystems and how all of the
Radnor said student resi- credit system. Within six cate- keeping will take is "green
mental detriment this football way, students will have a say parts work as a system. It's the
dents compete for a share in a gories ofpotential sustainability housekeeping," for which nothseason.
.
in how sustainability prac- air, the water, the dirt." . ·
$6,000 scholarship offered by practices and implementations ing but cleaning materials made
The· alliance has devel- tices will be implemented on
NEON works by setting up
SGA by attempting to lower the are several options that UCF · without chemicals that are
oped ·the ''.Adopt-A-Game" campus.
data collecting stations .and ene_rgy usage in their building can meet in order to obtain the harmful to human and environproject, which recruits UCF
Murphy is still taking research hubs across the
the most. In the end, 30 winners corresponding credits. A bltjld- mental health will be used in
student volunteers to keep applications for the six North American continent,
are awarded $200 each.
ing must score 33 out of a possi- campus buildings.
the Memory Mall clean while remaining spots in the according to its Web site.
Bernard said the competi- ·ble 69 credits to reach silver staThe operations alliance's
advocating for recycling alliance.
Hinkle and Canan said tion's encouragement of con- tus. After silver, there is the gold responsibility of upholding
before every home game.
"rm looking for motivated they were proposing that
servation and education equally rating at ·39 points, and then Hitt's commitment is intended
"It's a great way for stu- students who have leadership UCF be one of the research among the students, regardless platinum at 52 points.
to offset the greenhouse gases
dents to show their team spir- experience, who want to sites.
of sex, race, class ·or any other . David Norvell, the assistant released by the university. Of
it in another way," said the extend that to the green
"Once we become desigsocial divide, makes it socially director of Energy and Sustain- course, the impact of UCF's
Student
. Sustainability movement on campus," she nated as a site, then we will be
just. ·
ability Management, oversees activities and exp~sion will
writing proposals together,"
The Sustaina,bility Plan, potenti:11. LEED accreditation still be felt on the environment,
Alliance's adviser, Michelle said ·
Murphy.
The idea ·of inter-alliance Canan said. "They will then signed by members ·from each and said silver certification Bernard said
"There's a byprodl).ct of all of
Volunteers will be able to communication is integral to· be conducted as research by department, names departmen- would be unattainable if not for ,
choose from one of : three, the future success of the Sus- ourselves and our ·c olleagues
tal responsibilities so potential the cooperation of different our interactions," sh~ said "But
contributions to projects can be · departments
within
the we're looking at reducing and
two-hour shifts before kick- tainability Alliance as a and students:··
Hinkle agrees that a neteasily identified and a coopera- alliance.
having
more
responsible
off, she said They will be pro- whole, said Penelope Canan, a
tive community is formed.
For example, Norvell said, actions."
.
vided trash bags, gloves, .sociology professor and · work ofresearchers would be
. "Ifyou look at society in gen- the credits UCF is attempting to
The ideology of a climategarbage-grabbers and ·water member of the Faculty Sus- required for such an undereral and -where we're moving attain in the LEED checklist's neutral UCF campus, with cutand will pick up recyclables, tainability Alliance. She said . taking.
"It's not like you can sit in · towards in the sustainability ini- first category, "sust;tlnable ting-edge research and high stunon-recyclables and encour- that all allies, whether they
are students, faculty or staff, your own little library and do
tiative - a sense of place and sites," are being made possible dent involvement, sharpens
age proper disposal of trash.
"If [ volunteers] see a stu- will need on1:: anoth~'s assis- your own little research proj- also communication - that is by coUabotat;ion between Land with time as aj.lies dream and
epic in every proportion,"1 she and Natural Resources and the plan. Only as the network furdent .using a recycling bin. tance in on-campus conserva- ects," he said. "If you look at
some of these grand-cha!said. _"If we can tap into two of Environmental Initiative. The ther coordinates and learns will
inappropriately, such as put- tion efforts.
She said that the complex- lenge questions, it ta,kes a very - those items by developing two departments wrote plans its potential impacts and
ting a beer pong table in one,
approach.
It alliances, then why not? It's for storm.water use, native accomplishments become clear.
they're going to stop them," ity of environmental issues integrated
demands a networked com- includes a multiple set of
Murphy said
For those student organi- munity because it allows the capabilities and professional
zations that may not be so most flexibility ·in communi- people invplved to solve the
·
·
problems and to work toget}linclined to do others' dirty cation.
.
. "I think of the Sustainabili- er."
work on gamedays, the student alliance offers is a sec- ty Alliance, the whole name of · The most developed of the .
ond option to do their part. it, is a loosely formed umbrel-· three groups is ·the OperaPrior to a game, an organiza- la network of activities and tions Sustainability Alliance,
tion can f'ill, out a commit- people and ideas all over the · which not only has a handle
on communication and ·
ment form saying it will be campus," she said
Though Canan has, had organization but also is up,
responsible for the cleanliness and proper dispos~ of contact with at least a dozen running and active. The six
recyclables in its tent area and other faculty members whom departments that make up the
the immediate area surround- she would consider allies, operations alliance adopted a
ing it. In exchange for its com- there are .eight other profes- Sustainability Plan outlining
.·
mitment, the organization sors, "in addition to herself, its intentions on Feb. 1.
According to the plan, the
will be allowed to drop its tent who are distinct members,
off with operations staff inclm.ling Elisabet Rutstrom operation alliance's mission is
before gam.eday. Staff mem- from economics, Betsy von- to, "incorporate the collective
bers will then set up the tent Holle from biology, Pedro goals of social justice, ecoon the mall at 5:30 a.m. on Q!iintana,-Ascencio from biol-. nomic development, and
ganieday, "guaranteeing the ogy and .Peter Tacques from . 'environmental P,rotection
when formulating sustainable
group prime tailgating real political science.
Seven of the nine faculty strategies for construction,
estate.
. Adopt-A-Game is joined members of the alliaiilce met operations and maintenance,
by Adopt-A-Pond and Adopt- and d~ided to "cut its teeth" education, and research proA-Road as the student on research with the National grams at the University."
Alaina Bernard, assistant
alliance's main initiatives Ecological Observatory Netdirector of the Environmental
going into the fall semester, , work, Canan said.
Biology chair Ross Hinkle Initiative, called this definiMurphy said Groups of students can volunteer for is fronting the NEON initia- tion the "triple bottom line,"
·
which is a framework develrespo~ibility of the cleanli- tive.
NEON intends to address oped by business professionness of UCF retention ponds
. what"it calls "grand-challenge als outlining the need for ecoand stretches of roads.
Comprised of little more . questions," Hinkle said. The ncimic, environmental and
than .an e-mail list just last questions address environ- social cohesiveness for the
semester, the Student Sustain- mental changes in biodiversi- success of an organization.
The environmental and
ability Alliance is geared for . ty and re~ponses to global
progress this fall with a con- change, ongoing conditions the economic relationship is
and extreme events.
obvious, Bernard said Tumcrete composition.
He called NEON a "trans- ing off the lights saves money.
"The whole idea of the
Social justice, which
Student
Sustainability forming activity" because it
Alliance has changed a lot," will potentially change the emphasizes fairness for individuals throughout society, is
said Rebecca Rashkin, the sciences of ecology.
Canan said that NEON's evident in a couple of the Sussustainability assistant at the
UCF Environmental Initia- focus on every relationship tainability Alliance's projects,
.
tive, which oversees the within the ecosystem makes it Bernard said
,
.
One is the annual Energy
Arboretum. Rashkin spear- unique.
"It's an earth-system sci- Conservation Coll?-petition on
headed the alliance's initial
5taffWriter

"I'm look1 ng for motivated
students who have leadership
experten Ce, Wh0 Want tO extend
that tO the green movement 01'1'
campus."
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Research funding sets· records -at $122.4 mi11ion
VICTORIA ACOSTA-RUBIO
Contributing Writer

•

www.C~ntralFloridaFuture.com

Research funding at UCF
continues to break records in
2008 and predictions say the
numbers will continue increasing in upcoming years.
"It was a record year ending
at roughly $122.4 million,"
Associate Vice President of
Research and Commercialization Tom O'Neal said "Once
we really get our Med Schrol
going, biomedical research will
double or maybe triple what
we are doing now."
The last two fiscal years
have been record breaking,
research funding increase·d by
1.24 percent in 2008 as
researchers received more
than $122.8 million. In 2007,
funding was $121.4 million and
double-digit
percentage
increases prevailed due to
funds for nanoscience and biomedical sciences. The overall
18 percent increase was also
due to significant funds for
educap.on, engineering, optics
and simulation.
The number of funded
research projects that took
place in 2008 are many. The
College of Education led the
pack with more than $22.1 million, increasing by more than 5
percent from 2007. Their
works included the Florida literacy and Reading Excellence
Center, Reading First Professional Development ~t UCF
and ·several other research
projects such as the SHM
Together Project.
.
The Department Chair of
the College of Education,
Michael C. Hynes, predicts the
newly-developed virtual classroom simulator will raise new
questions for reseai:ch purposes; Hynes said it will attract different research compani~s ~ t
will provide new funding in
order for new research to take
plac~. .
The Director of Academic
Support of the College of Education, Dennis Reussow, said
the College of Education routinely tops UCF's funding list.
He also made predictions on

"At a time when
the-Florida budget
is at the tank, we
are increasing the
numbers, and that
speaks a lot about
our faculty, who
are doing a great
job."
-TOMO'NEAL

ASSOCIATE VICE PRESIDENT OF
RESEARCH AND COMMERCIALIZATION.

UCFs growth.
.
"Our college generates
more research funding than
anyone on campus," Reussow
said "But I think every other
department is growing too in
terms of research; NASA just
sent instruments to Mars built
here at UCF this year." .
The College of Engineering
and Computer Science was the
second .department with the
highest funding in 2008 with
more than $21 million~ also
increasing from 2007. The
Institute for Simulation &
Training followed with more
than $16.1 million, increasing
by nearly 14 percent from 2007.
The NanoScience Technology Center: increased their ·
funding nearly 50 percent and
is expected to show significant
growth within the next year.
Medical research will take
place in this department.
'We have a lot to forward
for from this department,"
O'Nealsaid
Most of the growth in the
upcoming years is predicted to
come from the upcoming
School of Medicine. Existing
programs such as the Burnett
School of Bipmedical Sciences
will be working with the ·
School of Medicine to generate
more money for research purposes.
.
"Once the buildings are
built and a faculty is established, we can generate up to

.

.

m•~

Students walk through the Education Complex in this file photo. The College of Education led the pack in research funding, receiving more than $22 million, ar:i increase of 5.05 percent.

300 or 400 million dollars,"
O'Nealsaid
However, continuing this
increasing trend will be a challenge for the Office of
Research and Commercialization
''Budget cuts couldn't have
come at a worst time, but rm
not saying we can't do it,"
O'Neal said. "At a time when
the Fl~rida budget is at the
tank, we are increasing the

numbers, and that speaks a lot
about our faculty, who are
doing a great job."
·
The Office of Research and
Commercialization will then
have to turn to non-traditional
sources, such as the community, private companies, private
philanthropies and alumni for
external support.
Some students are m~tivated to see the increasing numbers for research funding. Mar-

iana Higuera. a senior majoring in .molecular biology and
microbiology, said she is
encouraged
"The fact the Office of
Research and Commercialization is able to find these funds
makes me feel encouraged,"
Higuera said. "I feel encouraged to continue my education, it makes me trust that
UCF will never allow for
money to become an impedi-.

ment for growth."
Alyse Kulwin, a senior
majoring in education, says she
is stoked for the new techno. logical advances.
"I am really looking forward
to learning with the new virtu-·
al classroom simulator," Kulwin said "I know I will receive
a great education here at UCF
because of these technological
advances that are perfecting
teaching methods."

',

•

College life

C lteg i about
more than just

going t cla s
It's about new experiences~
your independence and being .
responsible. If you're over 21,
please drink responsibly. And
if you are under 21, don't drink
at all - it's the law.

Please Celebrate Responsibly

Schenck Company, along with Miller Brewing Company are committed
to the prevention of underage access and over consumptions
© 2003 Miller Brewing Company. Milwaukee, WI
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UCF yet to confirm or deny negligence in practice drill
FROM

Al

The Orlando Sentinel reports
that the letter states:
'That on or about March 18,
2008, Ereck Plancher was performing a workout that included
weight lifting, conditioning and
agility drills as a member of the
University of Central Florida
football team. While participating in those drills, Ereck Plancher was over-exerted. collapsed
and subsequently died. While

participating in these drills,
Ereck Plancher experienced
exhaustion, dizziness, shortness
of breath and other signs of
extreme fatique that were
ignored by trainers and/or
coaches of the University of
Central Florida.
·~ a direct and proximate
result of the University of Central Florida's negligence, Ereck
Plancher collapsed and died
Please be advised that Enock
Plancher, as personal represen-

tative of the Estate of Ereck
Plancher, intends to pursue all
claims and damages entitled to
the survivors and the Estate pursuant to the Florida Wrongful
Death Act."
University of Central Florida
spokesman, Grant Heston, gave
UCFs statement in response to
the letter.
"The health of our studentathletes is our top priority; and
we provide superb medical care
at UCF. Per university policy; we

·o onate Plasma!
Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough

The National Athletics detail as part of our ongoing
Training Association recog- review."
Tribble also released a
nized sickle-cell trait in 2007
and decided that players that statement
"We have said repeatedly
begin to feel or display symptoms must be given special . that Ereck passed all of his
physicals and was cleared to
accommodations.
There are discrepancfes participate fully by UCF team
regarding whether or not head physici¥15," 'Ilibble state<;t
coach George O'Leary provid- "Our staff advised Ereck of his
ed proper accommodations sickle cell trait and monitored
his physical condition at every
for Plancher.
In response to the Medical practice and workout. StuExaminer's report, the univer- dent-athletes who carry the
sity released statements from sickle cell trait regularly parO'Leary and Director of Ath- ticipate in all levels of athletics
letics Keith Tribble on July 18, nationwide.
"With that in mind, our
2008.
''.Although the Medical medical staffwill make a comExaminer's report provides prehensive assessment of the
additional perspective to this report's findings. And let me
tragedy, it does not ease the say this: if our staff determines
sadness I feel about having changes should be made in
lost such a fine young man as light of this report, I am committed to making those hapEreck," O'Leary stated.
. "The health of our stu- pen."
Numerous attempts to
dent-athletes is our top priority, and we provide superb contact the lawyer JD. Dowell,
medical care at UCF. I am of the firm Pitisci, Dowell,
confident our medical staff Markowitz and Murphy were
will evaluate this report in unsuccessful.

do not comment on matters
that are in pending litigation."
At this point, the university
has not denied or confirmed
negligence, which prevents
the family from filing suit
Under Florida statute, the
Planchers cannot file a lawsuit
until UCF either denies the
negligence claim or six
months have passed.
In addition, the Planchers
can seek or be awarded any
amount of money, but any
award from UCF in excess of
$200,000 would require
approval by the Legislature
due to a Florida law that caps
settlements reached with state
institutions.
During a physical examination in January of 2007,
Plancher learned that he had
sickle-cell trait When pushed
to physical extremes, sicklecell trait could cause a variety
of symptoms, Tanging from
fatigue and muscle cramping
to difficulty catching breath
and death ifthe symptoms are
ignored

(

(
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Students appreciate welcome
FROM

--~~------~~~~~-------~-------__..
Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CA$H by donating plasma
regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, i!lcluding
children, with serious illneses.

DCI Biologicals 1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando 321-235-9100
* $10 Special-New and ~eturn (not donated Jn theJast 6 months)

Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation.
www.dciplasma.com

Al

moving in, starting out"
Besides having UCFs mascot welcome new residents,
LA Fitness, Bank of ~erica
anq Planet Beach set up tables
and tents, showing students
some of the facilities available
nearby.
"[We want to provide] a
seamless transition between
on campus and off campus, so
you can have the same experience," said Marcel Gruber, the
marketing director of The Village.
"This feels like college,"
Maldonado said. "A home
away from home."
Belkis San~hez, a sopho. more psychqlogy major, said
that she enjoys the similarities
between off-campus life at The
Village and living on campus.
"You get the same facilities on

campus, like a gym."
However, Sanchez said that
there are benefits that The Village offers that on-campus living doesn't. "I really like the
security system here and the
private bathrooms," she said
Because of the large number of new residents, move-in
times are organized by building. Once the residents arrive,
they split up according to last
name, forming multiple lines
to make the m.oving process
easier.
"The line moves fast this
way," Gruber said. "And the
flow of traffic stays steady."
Weiss agreed "The movein process is easy and fun," she
said
After new residents made
. their way from the line to their
alphabetically assigned tent,
they received their room key, a
welcome packet, a resident
0

(I

handbook and coupons froin
area restaurants.
After residents were handed their welcome package, the
real move began - lifting
boxes and suitcases up flights
of .stairs. But Knightro was
there to help, flexing his muscles to carry Nicole Ely's
belongings into her new ap~ment'
"The move in was easy and
quick,", .s aid Ely, a sophomore
elementary education major at
UCF. "Knightro is awesome
and helpful"
This is Ely's first time living
offcampus. ·
"My friends live here and
they say it's nice and the rooms
are big," Ely said 'Tm looking
forward to living here."
Knightro gave two thumbs
up in agreement before
marching off to help another
resident
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Expecting to work in your major
field when you graduate?
I

Start now!

Get the experience

Get
i)

you need in a eo-op or internship
opportunity.

birth control pills

()

for less

.f.,

()

• Earn a competitive salary

Estrostep $ 1s.oo

·• Gain major-related work experience

Or:tho-Tri-Cyclen $1 s.oo

+ Apply classroom theory at real world

Ortho-Cyclen $15.oo

work sites
• Gain personal and pr9fessional skills

Desogen $15.00

• Work flexible hours

Cyclessa $15.00

<)

,

• Increase prospects for higher salaries and
employment upon graduation

•

•

•
•

Experiential Learning
Ferrell Commons • Suite 203

<

...And more!

( 407) 823-2667
UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING

EL@mail.ucf.edu
www.cseLucf.edu

£...UCFKnlght
Aide

..

~

407-882-0600
<
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Modifications will focus on stifferung support beams
FROM

Al

non indicated that there
were no structural or safety
concerns; rather this modification will simply help
reduce the 'bounce/sway'
experienced during coordinated fan jumping, thereby
improving fan comfort during our games," said Al
Harms, vice president for
Strategic Planning and Initiatives.
The modifications will
focus on stiffening support
beams in the two end-zone
sections of the stadium, Heston said. Additional steel
will be welded to the bottom
of the beams and girders to
reduce movement related to
the synchronized motion.
' "It won't ·totally eliminate
the deflection but it will
reduce it by about 50 percent," said Lee Kemek, associate vice president for
administration and finance.
The project is estimated
to cost a total of $400,000.
However, UCF's contribution to that will be about
$100,000, Heston said, as
project partners and donors
will contribute the remaining funds.
All UCF contributions
toward the stadium work
will come from an existing
project fund, Heston said.
The original stadium cons.truction came in under
budget leaving extra money.
Therefore, no new money is
being· used to beef up the
stadium.
The work is alm~st complete in the south end zone,
which is the student section,
and will be fully finished for
the first home game, Kemek
said. The work being done
on the north end zone will
be completed while the
Knights play their first two
away games.
The work will continue
into the start of the season,

SHANNA FORTIER/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Thousands of fans fill Brighthouse stadium last year. Fans jumping in unison caused the stadium to shake, and engineers are now saying that there isn't a safety risk. UCF is spending $400,000 to beef up the structure of the stadium.

which, which is against the the stadium life will not be
South Carolina State Bull- reduced by the jumping,
dogs this Saturday. However, Kemeksaid.
.
Heston said that there will
"Kemkraft 400" will con-,he no effect on any UCF . tinue to be played at UCF
gamedays.
.
home game~. However, the
"We want to get the job song will . eventually be
done as soon as possible, but played less and less each of
we want to do it right," Hes- th~ games, Kemek said.
ton said.
"We want everyone to
The engineering report have an absolutely amazing
conducted by Thornton, experience at the stadium
Thomas and Esseti engi- when they come to a game,"
neering firm concluded that Kernek said.

The Conference USA
champion Knights kick off
their season at home against
South Carolina State ·this
Saturday at 6 p.m. They follow it up· next week with a
nationally televised game
against UCF's rival, the University of South Florida
Bulls.
•
The · Knights won the
Conference USA championship last year, but los.t in
the Autozone Liberty Bowl.

T

UNIVERSITY
WALK-IN
MEDICAL
CENTER

E·G Cl.

C

·ne Textbook Ordering with
Registration Integration at
www.ucf.bncoliege.com

"The Doctor Is Always In"

Urgent Care Medical Services
Provided By Board Certified Physicians.
No Appointment Necessary.
11550 University Blvd. • Orlando, FL 32817

407-282-2044

A.11 Required Course Materials

Hours: Monday-Friday 8am-8pm
Saturday-Sunday 9am-5pm
Open Most Holidays

Year-round Textbook Buyback

UniversityWalkin.com

Largest Selection of UCF merchandise

Most Insurances_Accepted

(Located less than 1 mile from UCF,
on University Blvd., between Rouse.Road and Alafaya.)

Full Service Cafe featuring
Starbucks® coffeee.
0

USED . F ast, Fnen
. .dly, Customer Ser:71ce
.

A portion of your bookstore
purchase goes to support UCF!
*Ask a bookseller for·details.

Bookstore
Your On -campus Slore

•
••

Two locations to Serve you:
UCF Bookstore - John T. Washington Center
· 4000 Central Florida Boulvard Orlando, Florida 32816
Phone (407) 823-2665 Fax (407) 823-6282
R ~ar Hours*: Monday-Thursday 8:00am-7:00pm
Friday 8:00am-5:00pm Sahrrday 10:00am-2:00pm
- Barnes & Noble @ UCf - New UCF Arena
Phone (407) 882-0364 Fax (407) 882-0367
ww,v. ud.on.college.com
"Storenours subject to change. Check website for updates.

-·
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.Tower students now allowedto leave during gamedays
FROM

Al

seen as a bad thing, I think that
it can raise spirit at the sam_e
_time. The cheering is louder
_"" and the camaraderie is better
too," sociology major Martha
Melendez said.
-Drinking games such as
beer pong or flip cup are not
permitted.
Kegs, glass containers and
beer funnels are still not
authorized on campus.
"I think it's unnecessary,
they should either allow drinking on campus during tailgating and the game or not at all,"
said Vmcent Pereira, a UCF
health service administration
major. ''I don't feel that the new
policy is going to work."
Jessie Pardo, a UCF theater
major, said it is not a problem
late people drink.
"It shouldn't matter if you
can't drink after kickoff,
because you're there to watch
the game," Pardo said.
There will be more than 150
police officers partnering up
with UCF police. Orange
County officers, the Seminole
County Sheriff's Office, the
Oviedo Police Department, the
Florida Highway Patrol and
the Florida Division of Alcoholic Beverages and Tobacco
will be at every game enforcing
the new alcohol policy.
Other tailgating activities
are authorized in some
parking lots, although tailgating in parking garages on any
level is not permitted, according to the UCF gameday Web
site. Students may tailgate
without vehicles on most areas
of campus, with primary locations being the Memory Mall,
Lake Claire, and Colbourn

Parkfnq l-ots

o~,d
Red
81111

R~11ldentlol On.IV

Ga

D

lltotorfyi:l• P~d, .

ArC>uncl Camp\ls '
Ath1et1c- 11,ia,

~ a«lldln9.s

Citn~tc11~lon
. . . Roa~a
Walkways
Water, .L.akes, Pond.:S,
W1tf1•nd.s, Arbor•tum

-

ffi.

Lawn.·

Parking at UCF is divided in
three sections: red and blue
zories, which are free for
everyone, and. gold zones,
· which are reserved.
The reserved gold zone is .
designative for members of the
Golden
Knights
Club,
credentialed m edia, stadium
operations personnel, students
with special permits and those
who are disabled.
SGA will give out about 500
special permits for students
each game so that they may
park in the gold zone.
However, anyone parked in
the gold zone without a proper
pass will be towed as early as 5
a.m. on gamedays.
The towing does not apply
to Towers residents who have
reserved parking spaces in
Garages E and G. Their
reserved spaces still remain,
according to Binette.
Parking is not allowed along
campus roads, in residential
housing parking lots or
garages, or on open, grassy
areas on campus.
Gameday traffic is almost
the same as it was in 2007, save
for one chal).ge. ,
North Gemini Boulevard
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COURTESY UCF

Parking at UCF is divided in three sections: red and blue zones, which are free for everyone, and gold zones, which are reserved for members of the Golden Knights Club, media, stadium personnel, disabled persons, and special permits..

(from Alafaya Trail to North
. Orion Boulevard) will be
closed to all traffic from three
hours before the scheduled
kickoff time until actual kickoff. The road will reopen for all
traffic from the start of the
game until midway through
the fourth quarter.
The road will then be

closed again until two afters
after the end of the game.
East Gemini Boulevard
(from Libra Drive to North
Orion Boulevard) and North
Orion
Boulevard
(from
McCullough Road to North
Gemini Boulevard) can only be
accessed by cars with gold
zone credentials from three

hours before the schedule start
time to actual kickoff. .
. The road will reopen to all
traffic from the start of the
game until midway through
the fourth quarter. However,
this road will again be closed to
the non-credentialed traffic
from midway through the
fourth quarter until two hours

following the end of the game, north from the towers.
as indicated by the UCF gameTowers 3 and 4 ( Garage E):
Students can enter and return
day Web site and Binette.
Towers residents will have through Tower Street to North
more access heading to and Orion Boulevard.
from their rooms on gamedays
The student lottery is set up
through the following routes:
for students to go to home foot-:
Towers 1 and 2 (Garage G): ball games for free by entering
Students can enter and return · into a lottery for each home
to West Plaza Drive heading game.

FREE LEGAL SERVICES

STUDENT
L E G A L
SE .R VICES

IIIII

IIIII

MOVING IN? SECURE YOUR DEPOSIT!
Losing your security deposit or being overcharged for damages at rentals
around UCF is quite common. Here ares steps to help secure your chance
of getting some or all of your deposit back and not being overcharged when
you move out:
./ READ THE LEASE!
o Look at your lease carefully. Most state that you must inspect the
unit at the time of move-in. If there is a deadline for giving a list
of problems back to the landlord, make sure you get it back to the
landlord by the deadline.
./ INSPECT EVERYTHING!
o The landlord may provide you with a move-in inspection sheet.
If not, make your own list, stating existing problems within
each room of the unit. Be very specific - note everything major
and minor, such as carpet stains or tears, condition of mattress,
furniture, walls, blinds, countertops, EVERYfHING!

•
•
•
•

./ MAKE A COPY!
o Be sure to make a copy of the completed inspection sheet

BEFORE giving it back to the landlord. Keep it in a safe place
during the duration of your lease.
./ TAKE PICTURES!
o To further protect yourself from being charged for damages
existing when you move in, take photos of all common areas,
your room, and bathroom. Photograph any current problems
with the condition of the flooring, carpeting, furniture, and the
lawn/landscape (if you are responsible for lawn upkeep). Take
more pictures when you rp.ove out. Print the photos with dates!
./ INCREASE YOUR CHANCES!
o By taking these steps, you should not be charged for pre-existing
damage when you move out. And you will be able to prove which
damages were there at the time you moved in; if the damages
claimed against your deposit are disputed.

www.stulegal.sdes.ucf.edu

If you haYe any questions or problems \\·ith ~ our lease. call .:g r; -82:)-2538 to set up an appnintml'nt. or \·isit Fen-el I Com111<1ns room 1-+2 :\londay- Frida) Ham-5pm.

We assist ,dth selected areas of law, inlcuding landlord/ tenant. consimwr, crimincil, traffic. & mon'. Qualified student::-- can recien.• free consultation & representation.
F111uil'd
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UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA

Parking & Transportation

•

•

er ices

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

THE UCf SHUTTLE PROVIDES STUDENT TRANSPORTATION
SERVICES BETWEEN 15 OFF-CAMPUS STUDENT
RESIDENT COMMUNITIES AND UCF, WITH
SELECTED STOPS IN RESEARCH PARK.
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8
#9

Pegasus Landing.....................................................................,.... Student Union
Boardwalk, College Station, Addison Place.............................. Milli~n I-tall/Welcome (enter
Pegasus Connection, Arbour Apartments...............:..............~... Transit Center/Education Bldg
f.ampus Crossings, Alafaya Oub, Pegasus Pointe.....................;.Millican Hall/Welcome (enter
Village at Sciei:-ce Drive, HR, Overflow (0/F) lots..................... Health Center/Biology Bldg
Northgate Lakes, Tivoli............................................................... HPA/Engr I & II
Collegiate Village Inn (CVI)......................................................... Transit Center/Education Bldg
Riverwind at Alafaya Trail................................,................_.......... HPA/Engr I & II
Research Park/Knig~ts "Landing................................................. Health (enter/Biology Bldg
OST/OT(JP-l/P-2/RP/BRA/llT/HR 0/F lots)

•

•

CAMPUS STOPS

ROUTES

The shuttle runs approximately every 15 minutes
(each way) from 7:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. every class day.
*SHUTTLE OPERATES ON GASS.DAYS ONLY (EXCEPT SATURDAYS) *NO SHUTTLE SffiVICES AFTER 8PM ON FRIDAYS

£11 )j 2 .t j JJJ2 JJj !) I] 2j 11 Jj ci id J t Jj 2 .J!J J_; ~
}Joµ on '.~JJE 3JJ1JtlJ2 11n:!J r1d~ ~yJth illS1
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Ride the Black -and Gold On-Campus
.

~

••

Th~·UCF Black and Gold Line provides
transportation services for everyone to
travel throughout the campus. There is
no p~r-ride .fare. The service provides
.safe, convenient, and timely travel to
the man_
y destinatio.ns on our ca~pus•

•
•

. .c-.._
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'-'Unjver~ity of

Central
Florida
Parking and
Transportation

•
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central
Florida
Parking and

Transportation

·

Services
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l.alr.e a.ire Apts.

8UHS 0pente

Summer

7 A.M, • 4P.M.

.,.~SpertsC• eotft/fng· edllf/CUOL

IIIL Cc

OPEIIATION:

Buses Op..-m
(ClASS DAYS ONLY)
fall atld Spring,
MotldaJ · Frtuy
7 A.M. · 7 P.M.

l.alr.edalreApls.

llY'I /

OPERATION:

ContlnllOlnly,

© 111netta..sc.u~

l

"""-Catff/llillkanffd

~a.c--,,...-c.ts
TramltCam /&lllmlallWg.

The operating hours are
Monday ~hru Friday 7A.M. until 7P.M.

•

These maps may be used for handy reference.

j

1

Burnett Honors College
ut. Claire Ap1s.
ub Claire Apts,

4

Arena/T-1/Col!YoaltlonCenw
Towerl /bseballSbdlum
·
Weyne Densch Sports Cent«
COHPA / Enginffl'ing / CREOL
AYl / Nllce Community
Mamt Placa/Studalt Rasourca Center (SR()

Continuously,
(CUSS DAYS ONLYJ
FaH and Sprin!J,
Monday· Fltda,y
7 A.M. • 7 P.M.
SUmm«
7A.M.- 4P.M.

0C, T..-3&4
1
I,

At,

lladl!tl'lata/sc..tae-c-(SIIC)

•

SCHEDULE OF

SCHEDULE OF

""-/r-1/C-...Cfflt«
T-2/llaseNIIStM!aa
6) '-53A4

•

ON-<AMPUSSffum.E

ON-CAMPUS SHUTTLE

Welcome Center/ Miillam Hall
Tudllng Aademy / Welcome Center
Tratnslt Center/ Education Bldg.

For more information, please visit our website,

www.parking.ucf.edu/shuttle.html ·
or call us at

(407) 823-6767.
. ''
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GUESS

Black rubber strap
multifunctions.
C #G90127G. $100.
. D. #U12531G1. $125.

DIESEL
Brown leather strap

chronographs.'
A. #DZ4029. $150.
B. #DZ414ll. $170.

~lit 5

TORN JEANS AND .AFUNKYTEE..
I MAY NOT ALWAYS
DRESS''APPROPRIATELY''
FOR CLASS,
BUT l'M USUALLY
ON TIME...
SORT OF.·

H

G-SHOCK
Shock/water resistant,
with srroore/2 alarms.
G. #GLX56004. $99.
H. #GLX5600-7. $99.

.,

Black leather strap
with yellow crystal.

>

E.#DZ1187. $150.
F. #DV089. $140.

•
•
•
•

the magic of

·.,
't

*Macy's.is hiring!
Apply online at macys.JOBS.com

ALL STORE HOURS ARE AVAILABLE ON MACYS.COM

macys.com
View our latest catalogs online any time at macys.com/floridacatalogs

This advertisement applies to Macy's stores in Florida. Prices and merch'andise may differ on macys.com. Advertised items may not be available at your local Macy's, and selections may vary.
To obtain a manufacturer's warranty before purchasing, visit a store or write to: Macy's Customer Service, P.O. Box 471494, Miami, FL 33247-1494.
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MEN'S SOCCER PREVIEW

•

Kn_ights look to
move·past poor
2007 campaign

CUBAN TAE KWON 00 ATHLETE
ATTACKS REF AFTER MATCH

•

•

BEUING-A Cuban-tae kwon do
athlete and his coach were banned for
life after Angel Matos kicked the referee
in the face following his bronze-medal
. match disqualification:
Cuban coach Leudis Go11Z9lez offered
no apology for Matos' actions during
the men's over-80 kg match.
Matos was winning 3-2, with 1:02 in
e second round, when he fell to the
rpat after being hit by his opponent,
Kazakhstan5 Arman Chilmanov. He was
· ~ng there,awaiting medical
attention, when he was disqualified for
• taking too much injury time. Rghters
get one minute.
·
Matos angrily questioned the call,
ushed a judge, then pushed and
Ricked referee Chakir Chelbat of
Sweden. Matos then spat on the floor
and was escorted out.
· "He was too strict," Gonzalez said,
referring to the cLecision to disqualify
Matos. Afterward, he charged the
match wa~ fixed, accusing the Kazakhs
of offering him money.

- ALLEN LEVIN
Staff Writer

After a 4-12-2 season, the UCF Men's
Soccer team looks to rebound from a
lousy year and transform into a perennial conference powerhouse. That feat
will.be made easier due to the fact that
the Knights return three of their top
performers from last year in· Ryan
· Roushandel, Chris Andaur and Sean
Johnson, and brought in one of the top
recruits in the nation in Kevan George.
Last year, the Knights saw 12 games
decided by one goal, in which eight
-resulted in a loss. This year, they will
look to close out games better and win
in tl;tose late situations. And that starts
with offseason preparation.
"The team is better prepared mentally and physically," head coach Bryan
Cunningham. ''In the weight room, we
are doing better conditioning. Off the
field, we are doing better recruiting."
This year, the squad has a strong
schedule. They will begin the season
with a match against Penn State, followed two days later by a match-against
national title runner-tip, Ohio State
Buckeyes. The team will have its traditional rivalry match versus the University of South Florida on Oct. J4 in Orlando. In addition to that, the Knights have
eight conference games that will determine their J?OStseason fate. In one of
those eight conference ~es, UCF
gets to play South Carolina. which is a
very diamatic game for coach Cunningham, as he spent three-and-a-half years
there as an assistant coach and considers the head coach of the Gamecocks,
Mark Benson, his mentor. ·
. . Cunningham said a few games on
this year's schedule are intriguing. He

CHINA BEATS U5. IN OVERALL ·
GOLD MEDAL COUNT 51-36

BEU!NG - China5 haul of 51 gold
medals was the largest since the Soviet
Union won 55 in Seoul in 1988. Relding
athletes groomed since childhood in
sports academies, it won medals in 25
different sports, induding its first ever
in sailing, beach volleyball and field
hockey.
Not since ~ 936, when Nazi Gennany
prevailed at the Berlin Olympics, had a
.country other than the U.S. or the
Soviet Union/Russia led the gold medal

Last week's torrential rains put a
damper on UCF's scheduled soccer
garnes. For more on the story and
updates of soccer schedule :..

PLEASE SEE

THREE ON 89

PLEASE $EE B4

list

•

The United States trailed well behind
the Chinese in golds with 36,the first
time since 1992 it didn't lead the
category. But the Americans did break
their own mark for total medals in a
non-boycotted Olympics;they won 110
in all, two more than their previous
high set in 1992 and 10 ahead of
China's overall tallythis year. .
Britain, getting an early jump on its
host role for the 2012 Summer Games,
had its best Olympics in a century with
19 gold medals.
.
It was also a satisfying Olympics for
many ofthe world's weaker sporting
nations.A record 87 nations won
medals, seven more than the previous
high in Sydney in 2000, and a dozen
nations won either their first-ever gold
medal or first medal of any<olor. .
Ifthere was a prominent loser at the
games,it was Russia, whose team was
deprived of 10 athletes due to doping
accusations.The Russians finished a
cflstantthird in both gold medals, with
23,and overall medals with 72 -down
from 27 and 92 four years ago in Athens.

CFF ARCHIVE

Midfielder Ryan Roushandel led the
Knights in goals and assists, and was
the only player to start every game in
which he started last season.
Roushandel, a senior, will be one of
three senior leaders on a team that
consists~ 22 freshmen. He is joined in
the senior dass by goalie SeanJohosol'!
and midfielder CIJris Andaur.

FRANCE WINS HANDBALL GOLD
BY BEATING ICELAND

•·

•

•

BEUING - France has won the last
gold medal ofthe Beijing Games,
beating Iceland 28-23 in men5 team
handball to deny the small Nordic
country its first Olympic gold
Nikola Karabatic scored eight goals
Sunday for the French,who led 15-10
after the first half and never let Iceland
come dose in the second
GoalieThierry Omeyer made nine
saves in the first half to help France
baild its lead.
As the dock ticked down and France
maintained its advantage, Omeyer
waved his hands toward his country'-s
large cheering section at the other end
of the court, urging the fans on.
Iceland settled for the silver medal,
still its best showing in any event since
1956. Iceland has won four medals at
Olympics.over the years, two silver and
two bronze.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

t

Savor the memory of the XXIX Olympiad
Fireworks, Jimmy Page,
David Beckham, more fireworks and Michael Phelps.
That's how the games. of the
XXIX Olympiad came to a
close Sunday. With all the
high-profile chaos that was
raised before the games, these
past two weeks have given us
some of the most exciting
moments in Olympic history.
Let's recap!

Opening
ceremonies
Stunning synchronization,
breath-taking choreography,
beautiful artistry. I would have
been amazed by the sheer
number of fireworks, but
remember, this was in China
You basically need to make a

Spo_rts Editor ·

firework to graduate from
high school
This ceremony has drawn a
lot of over-the-top praise from
the media for its presentation.
and you can't blame them. OK,
so one little girl was lip-syncing and not all of the fireworks
were actually real, but that all

followed China's M .O. for
these games: making itself
look the best to the outside
world Of course, that included 70 laws telling everyone to
be on their best behavior and
sweeping all of its lowerincome areas under the rug.
Michael Phelps He earns
a record eight gold medals and
seven·world records by·margins differing from more than
five seconds to no more than
one-eighth of a fingernail
fiber. On his way, Phelps
shows us that, one, he is a
missing link in human evolution. And two, you can't
achieve everything through
hard work and putting your

mirid to it. Neither of those
will give you long arms, long
legs, a short torso and a metabolism that burns about 1,000
calories an hour.
The U.S. men's 4Xl.OOmeter freestyle relay Drama
at its best. Olympics· or otherwise, this is definitely in my
top 10 list of most thrilling
sports moments. Also, the
word ·choke is thrown around
too often in sports '- and here
it is again. France's Alain
Bernard put the spotlight on
him by saying that France was
going to "smash" the Americans. He ~ _the world-record
holder in the 100-meter
freestyle. He had at least half a _

body length on Jason Lezak
with less than 50 meters to go.
And then. he tightened up like
a 17th-century corset. Of
course, Lezak swam an amazing final 50 meters, thus allowing already-made Phelps
DVDs and VISa commercials
to go on as planned
Insane for Usain For as
great as Phelps was, there is
something greater surrounding Jamaican sprinter Usain
Bolt. Both he and Phelps
amazed us with their domination of the competition, but
there is a measure of mystery
with Bolt. Just how quickly

--
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Volleyball prepares fon season with scrimmage
RYAN BASS

GET YOUR FACTS STRAIGHT

Staff Writer

With the season opener
less than a week away, the
UCF Volleyball team competed in its annual Black and Gold
scrimmage Saturday night,
and showed fabs a preview of
what's to come in 2008.
·
Behind stellar defense and
great intensity, both the Black
and Gold teams split the fourset match, which saw three
sets to 25 and one set to 15. In
the fourth and final set, both
teams decided to shuffle players, with the Black team eking
out a 25-22 victory. First-year
head coach Todd Dagenais
was really surprised by his
team's defense in the scrim-

CRACKANEGG

HOMESICK
That current streak on the road
especially doesn't look good when you
add the fact that the Knights play 14 of
their first 16 games away from the Old
UCF Arena. Tue Knights' season begins
Friday, but their first homestand of
more than one game doesn't come
until Oct.3.

The Knights went 0-16 in Conference
USA ani:I were 0-11 in true road games
last season. Dating back to 2006, the
Knights have currently lost 31 straight
conference games. UCF's victory over
Southern Miss on Sept 1S,2006was
the last time that the team daimed a
conference victory.That was also the
last time UCF won a true road game.

CARDINAL RULE
The Knights open their home schedule
Sept. 2when the face the Stanford
Cardinal at the Old UCF Arena.The
Cardinal finished the season rank~d No.
2 nationally and put up a 32-3 record.
Stanford also advanced to its 13 NCAA
Championship match.

TRIFECTA
The Knights return their top three
leaders in kills from last season: senior
Stephanie Serna and Jenny ~eppert,
junior Erin Campbell.Campbell led the.
team with 346 kills, followed by Serna
at32S and Heppert at 249. . ·

mage.
"One of the things that really impressed me most was our
team blocking is way better•
than I thought it would be at
this point," Dagenais said.
"That's one of the last things to
usually come along. We spent
a lot of time working on it the
past three days and maybe
that's why, but I thought our
team blocking was pretty
good."
Both teams combined for .
32 total block assists in the
match and saw good play from
both the libero and defensive
positions.
"I thought both liberos did
a really nice job defensively,
both [Melissa] Reinders and
[Kristen] Petrasic," Dagenais
said. "It's nice to be able to .
have options if someone is not
having a great night we just
switch the jersey and someone
goes into that spot.''
One thing the scrimmage
proved is that depth on the roster is going to be strength
for the Knights this season.
Almost every player competed in the scrimmage, e~cept
for
sophomore
Lauren
Williams, who was nursing an
ANDY JACOBSOHN I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
ankle injury. Sara Rex was able With the help of juniors Andrea Youngblood, 5, and Erin Campbell, 6, the Knights look to improve upon its 9-23 record from 2007.
to fill in for Williams at middle
blocker and showcased the
"Even in practice, what we offensively and I think that is Campbell said. "They are
kind of depth the 2008 squad call as the 'B side' has really . really important for us to build going to push us and at the
pushed us defensively and a great depth chart," Erin same time we are pushing
has.

them so that really helps."
The Black team featured a
number of players who were
on the roster last season,
including
Campbell,
Stephanie Serna, Jenny Heppert, Kristen Petrasic and
Andrea .Youngblood. . They .
also featured newcomers like
University of Florida transfer
Janine Williams and freshmen
Kathleen Curry and Sara Rex.
The Gold team featured a
lot of newcomers to the roster,
with just Kristin Fisher and
Erin Callahan.r epresenting the
squad from last season, but
even they are redshirt freshmen. Assistant coach Michelle
Chatman and · team assistant
Arturo Rivera also spent time
on the court in a gold uniform.
The young and energetic
Gold team picked up wins in
the first cyvo sets, winning in
both games by the score of
2'5-:-23, behind the play of Fisher, but the Black team,eventually came back; winning the
last two sets 15-11 and 25-22.
Fisher, who redshirted and
didn't play last season, came
out strong and showed she is
ready to make an impact in
2008.
"I am just excited to be back
and be able to play with these
girls again," she said. "It wasn't

really like an 'oh, I':::n back,'
because I have been playing
with them for a while. 1 was
excited to just get out there
and wear the jersey. So many
people take it for granted, but
the first time you put [the jersey] on, it's kind of special."
Despite the start of the season being five days away,
Dagenais says there are still
starting positions that are up
in the air.
. "I know that Campbell fo
sure is.one of the outside hi ting positionst he said. "Tli~
other outside hitting position
is still up in the air right now.
am still waiting to see who
wants to step up and take that •
"Setting-wise, as far a:s I ain
concerned, it's an even battl
right now and I think liber r
wise right now it's an even ba tle. I know for sure that Jenny
Heppert will be one of the
middle starters, but I don't
know about the other middle.
"We will see how Laure
Williams comes off the injury
I mean she was the starter
prior to ~e injury, but I think
Sara Rex did a nice job block:
ing."
Check out Wei:lnesday's
issue of the Future for a season
preview of the 2008 UCF Volleyball team.

.ucf.bncollege.com

CB&S offers:
I. The cheapest books at

CF

2. More used books
3. Shorter, faster lines at checkout
4.
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See some of the biggest names, hottest acts, and most powerful voices in contemporary Christian music take the
stage and rock the mic during Night of Joy-now at Disney's Hollywood Studios™ at Walt Disney World® Resort! Plus,
receive a free compilation· CD featuring select Night of Joy artists!

September 5 & 6, 2008, 4:00 p.·m. - 1:30 a.m.
'
Includes thrilling
attractions:
Rock 'n' Roller Coaster®Starring Aerosmith
The Twilight Zone Tower of Terror™
All-new 4-D Toy Story Mania! Inspired by Disney•Pixar's

Groups receive special benefits including:
• Early event admission starting at 4:00 p.m.
• One complimentary ticket for every ten 'paid tickets

Group Leaders receive even more!

"Toy Story" fi lms and more
.
• All-new Journey into Narnia: Prince Caspian attraction

,

•

•
•
•

(event starts.at 1:rs p.m. tor non-groups)

O_F

D

Limited avaifability. Entertainment subject to change without notice. Tickets valid dunng event hours only. Not
included with any other ticket media. The Twilight Zone® 1s a registered trademark of .CBS, Inc. and is used in
permrssion pursuant to a license from CBS, Inc. ©Disney MYANOJUCF0B
·
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Fay ppstpones soccer games
BRIAN MURPHY
Sports Editor

CLASSIFIEDS
Place and view ads online anytime at:

Fay, Fay, go away!
That must have been general sentiment among both
UCF soccer teams this past
week as the storm caused
changes to both of th~ir
schedules.
The men's soccer team
was originally scheduled to
face St. Leo on Tuesday in its
second of three exhibitions,
but torrential rain pushed the
game back to Thursday. Then,
as Fay lingered in the Central
Florida area, the exhibition
was officially cancelled on
Thursday night.
·
With a team of 22 newcomers and 27 underclassmen, head coach Bryan Cunningham said that not being
able to ·get his squad in as
much live action as possible is
a setback.
''When you're young, the
best ti?mg you can have under ,
your belt is games," he said.
"It's a little discouraging, but
the players have shown a lot
of fortitude. We're writing it
off as bad luck and moving
forward.".
While a game was lost,
Cunningham made up for it
by scheduling an ll-on-ll team
scrimmage Friday night to
simulate the physical action
the Knights would have experienced. It was all in preparation for the team's final exhibition game against the
College of Charleston on Sunday. The Knights' 2008 season
will open Friday in Columbus, Ohio. They will go up
against Penn ·State as part of
the Ohio State Bert and Iris
Wolstein Classic.
The team plays its first five
games on the road. The first
home game is on Sept. 20
against Memphis.
"They're anxious," Cunningham said. "The anxiety is
starting to set fu and they
want to kick somebody else, if
you will, instead of kicking
each other."
The women's soccer team

•

.

ASS0OATED

This satellite view provided by NASA sl)ows Tropical Stonn Fay as it hovers over Florida, made at about 6:30 p.m., Wednesday. The .
amount of rain brought on by Fay created havoc with the schedules of the UCF's Men~ and Women's Soccer teams. The men had an
exhibition game cancelled, while the women had their season-opening game at Florida State pushed b~ck to today at 3 p.m,

was slated to begin its season
with a tough opponent in the
No. 4 Florida State Seminoles
in Tallahassee. But inclement
weather pushe<;i the match
back to Sup.day.Then, as Fay
sta,rted to head back across
the state and up through the
panhandle, the game was
postponed again.. The two
teams will now meet today at
3 p.m. The Seminoles won 163 last season and were the
nmner-up in the College Cup.
The Knights will then face
Florida on Friday night at 7
p.m. before playing their first
home match of the year
against Hartford on Sunday at
3p.m.

GET YOUR FACTS STRAIGHT
PUSH IT BACK, PUSH IT BACK ...
The UCF Women's Soccer team was
scheduled to open its season on Friday
at No.4 Florida State. But, indement
weather pushed it back to Sunday.
... WAAAAAAY BACK
The Knights' game was postponed for a
second time on Saturday night. It is
now slated to begin at 7 p.m., t~day..

DRIVE (OR FLY) TOFIVE'
The first five games of UCF Men's
Soccer's schedule is away from home.
Among the opponents is Ohio Staie, a
2007 College Cup runner-up. The
Knights first home game is Sept. 20
againstthe Memphis Tigers.

YOUTH MOVEMENT
The Knights will probably lean heavily
on the shoulders of its three senor
LOSING MY PRESEASON
players this season: Ryan Roushandel,
Men's soccer forced to go without their . Sean Johnson and Chris Andaur.Those
second of three scheduled exhibition
players will need to produce qn the
games as its game versus St. Leo was
field and help guide the team's 22 .
cancelled due to Tropical Storm Fay.
newcom~rs and 27 underclassmen.

www.Kni~tNewspapers.com/classifieds
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RECREATION AND
WELLNESS CENTER

Welcome B~cl<! ! !
Recreation and Wellness Cent er
Buifding Hours
Fall Semester
Mon -Thurs 6:0Qam Friday
6:00am Saturday
9:00am s·undaY,
·.11 :OOam -

Midnight
1O:OOpm
9:00pm
Midnight
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UCF alum·Dalhausser takes gold in beach volleyball
.

.

.

'

JIMMY GOLEN
Associated Press
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BEIJING - Phil Dalhausser blocked out the score, the
sun and the Brazilian ·beat
that shook the Olympic beach
volleyball gold medal game.
Then h~ blocked just
about everything else.
Dalhausser rejected three
straight shots in the decisive
set to turn a tight match iAto a
blowout, then did it again on
the championship point on
Friday to give the Americans
the sport's first Olympic gold
medal sweep.
.
"I got in a zone, I guess,"
Dalhausser said "I blocked it
all out. It's just one of those
things where you see everything perfectly and it all
seems to be in slow motion."
Dalhausser and Todd
Rogers beat Brazil's Fabio and
Marcio 23-21, 17-21, 15-4, winµing their Olympic debuts in
classic beach volleyball
weather a day after Kerri
Walsh and Misty May-Treanor weathered a driving
rainstorm to win their second
straight gold
It is the third beach volleyb~1 gold for the American
men in four Olympics since
~ sport was added in 1996.
On Thursday, May-Treanor and Walsh continued a
tt;idition that began when
beach volleyball legend
Karch Kiraly won the inaugural men's event in Atlanta
with Kent Steffes.
"It feels good to bring it
home," Dalhausser said
Spitting out a tough challenge like the sand he washed
from his mouth in the second
set, Rogers played steady for
three sets and Dalhausser
came alive in the third
The tallest player in the
tournament at 6-foot-9, with a
wingspan and jump that can
bring him 43 inches above the
8-foot high net, the bald bullet
known as "The Thin Beast"
.had nine blocks in the gold
medal match.
He had three in a row and five overall in the third
set - to turn a comfortable 6l lead into.a 9-1 runaway.
''When he gets on a roll, I
just pull out my pompons and

"I got in a zone, I guess. I blocked

it all out. It's just one of those
things where you see ev.erything
perfectly and it all seems to be ·in
slow motion."
-

UCF GRADUATE AND OLYMPIC GOLD MEDALIST PHIL DALHAUSSER

er said. ''You can't be overconfident against a · Brazilian
team."

two tries to close out the set.
"Brazil is a very, very good
at beach volleyball," Dalhauss-

Are you interested in an exciting career?

••••••••••
Are you a current college
Freshman or Sophomore?

• • ••••••••
Do you know what you want
to do after graduation?

Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore students enrolled in Air
Force ROTC can apply for available scholarships.

Incentives • Up to _$15,qoo tuitio~ per year
include· • $900 1n textbooks reimbursement
.

· • Monthly stipend ($300-$500)

• Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers,
,Nurses, and Foreign Language Majors.
For more information,
please call:
(407) 823-1247 or
visit airforce.ucf.edu

NG HAN GUAN/ ASSOCIATED PRESS

Phil Dalhausser of the U.S. carries the national flag after he and playing partner Todd Rogers defeated Brazil in the gold medal match
· in men's beach volleyball in Beijing on Friday. Dalhausser graduated from UCF with a degr~e in business.

give a little cheer and keep RogeES wore his hat backward the 2005 world champions,
smiling and clapping," Rogers to keep the sun offhis neck In had been 5-2 against the
said. "That's . what good the stands, umbrellas were reigning champs.
blockers do: When they get used for shade instead of shelBut Dalhausser blocked
on a roll, good luck to you."
ter.
those plans, then rushed over
·Brazilians in green and
Earlier Friday, Athens gold and tackled Rogers, both of
yellow wigs added a samba medalists Emanuel and them tumbling to the sand
Marcio and Fabio led 6-1 .
beat to the · Chaoyang Park Ricardo of Brazil won the
venue, while the Americans bronze, beatingJorgeTerceira and 9-3 in the first before the ·
in the 12,200 seat-stadiwn had and Renato Gomes of Geor- Americans took a 13-10 lead
·and closed it out on their
. to make do with a few U.S. gia 21-15, 21-10.
flags and a man in a red, white
Brazil, a beach volleyball third set point. Brazil scored
and blue Evel Knievel jump- power that won seven of the four straight points to take the
suii
·
first 18 medals awarded in the lead in the second, then
Dalhausser's bald head . sport, had designs on another scored three straight to break
· glinted in the sun, while . gold And Marcio and Fabio, a 15-all tie and needed just
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Does Your Child
Need a School
.Physical?
It's that time of year
again: Back to school!
Beat the rush and
schedule your child's
back to school physical
today. The physicians
at Tuscawilla Family
Practice are now
accepting appointments.
Call today to schedule
your child's physical.

•
•

Are You A College
Student Looking
for a Doctor?
Whether you're a
student at UCF, Valencia
or Seminole Community
College, when you get
sick, you_need a good
docto,r! Call Tuscawilla
Family Practice today
to schedule your first
appointment with one
of our physicians, or,
keep our number handy
just in case.

I John W. Treharne, MD
Daniel L. Cochran, MD I John L. Ley, PA-C

Lawrence D. Kramer, DO

Call Today for
Appointment!
Tuscawilla Family Practice

ADD SOME EXCITEMENT & .ADVENTURE TO YOUR UCF SCHEDULE!
Register for a Military Science Class. For more information, contact Captain Adam Berlew,
407-823-5383 or visit www.ucfrotc.com today!

1340 Tuscawilla Road Suite 101-5
Winter Springs, FL 32708 I 407-699-1160
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Rowing team hires
new assistant coach
BRIAN MURPHY
Sports Editor

UCF Rowing's lightweight
8+ boat ended last season

ranked No. 7 in the nation.
That team seems to be doing
just fine, so to help with the
advancement of the team's
novice squad, head coach
Becky Cramer hired Susan
Cohen as one of her assistant
coaches Friday.
Cohen spent the 2007-08
season as the novice coach for
Connecticut College, but also
gained some experience with
the eight, four and pair teams.
Her duties with the Camels
included helping with the
development of an on-water
training program, as well as a
weight circuit training program.

.

"She brings a
lot of energy
and excitement
and will be a
great addition
to our staff."
- BECKY CRAMER
ROWING HEAD COACH ON SUSAN COHEN

The Camels' novice team
won a New England Small
College Athletic Conference
title under Cohen's guidance.
The novice four boat earned
the gold medal at the 2007
New England Fours Champi-

onship.
"I am re2lly looking forward to working with Susan,"
Cramer said in a press release.
"She brings a lot of energy and
excitement and will be a great
addition to our staff. With her
experiences at Ohio State,
Connecticut College and the
U.S. Junior Development
Camp, she really understands
where we want to go and how
to get there."
Cohen, a native of Milford,
Conn., spent time as a member of the Ohio State women's
rowing team from 2002-06 ·
prior to becoming a coach.
UCF's novice 8+ team finished third at the Aramark
South/Central Sprints in Oak
Ridge, Tenn., on May 18. It was
· the Knights' best finish at that
event in program history.

I Basketball takes gold back
I
I

BRIAN MAHONEY

...,.,..,......,.

.

Associated Press

.BEIJING Order is
restored in international basketball. The United States is
back on top, but not by that
much anymore.
Culminating a three-year
mission to end years of
embarrassment, the U.S.
Olympic team survived a
huge challenge from Spain,
winning 118-107 Sunday in the
gold-medal game.
After
overwhelming
everyone for seven games,
the Americans led by only
four points with less than 3
- minutes to play. Then the U.S.
proved it could handle a close
game that seemed would
never come in Beijing.
Their prize: the first U.S.
gold medal since the 2000
Olympics.
"Much respect to Spain,
but the U.S. is back on top
again," LeBron James said
Dwyane Wade scored 27
points for the Americans,
who found a much gamer
Spanish team than the one it
humiliated by 37 points earlier in the tournament. Kobe
Bryant added 20 points.
In a game so devoid of
defense that it felt more like an
NBA All-Star game, the Americans had too much offense
down the stretch. Bryant converted a clutch four-point play
with 3:10 remaining, holding
his finger to his lips to quiet
the rowdy Spanish crowd
behind the basket.
Wade added another 3pointer that made it ill-104
with just over 2 minutes left,
· and only then could the
Americans relax a little.
They began to celebrate
during a break after some
technical fouls on Spain with
26 seconds left, then partied
at midcourt when it was over
with "Born in the USA'.' blaring over the arena's speakers.
"We played with great
character in one of the great
. games in international bas-·
ketball history, I think," U.S.

DUSAN VRANIC / ASSOCIATED P

•Kobe Bryant salutes the crowd after the U.S. men's basketball team ~efeats ~pain int
gold-medal match 118-107 on Sunday. Bryant led all U.S. staners with 20 pomts.

coach Mike Krzyzewski said. at center court and wavil?:g
Rudy Fernandez scored 22 triumphantly to the crowd
points and Pau Gasol had 21 Krzyzewski applauded on
for Spain, the reigning world the sidelines.
The Amedcans had won
champions who were hoping
.to win their first Olympic their first seven games 8
303 points, including a 119- 2
gold.
U.S. pl,ayers appreciated rout of Spain. But they nev:er
the game Spain gave them. had control of this game, givAfter the contest they hugged ing up open looks from the
the Spanish players. Bryant perimeter and plenty of
had an especially long points in the paint.
But Bryant, who waited so
ertibrace for .Gasol, patting
. his Los Angeles Lakers team- long to finally wear the red,
white and blue, hit two 3mate on the back. ·
"They did what they were . pointers in. a big fourth quarsupposed to do," Gasol said. ter to add the gold medal to
''We fought hard all the way!' the only piece of hoops hardSeeming_to appreciate the ware he didn't already own.
moment, after congratulating The NBA MVP pounded his
Spain, the team joined in a hands toward the floor in celcircle, jumping up and down . ebration at the end.

•.

WELCOME

At these Publix locations in Oviedo: University of Palms Shopping Center, 42150 Alafaya Tri;
Alafaya Square, 81 Alafaya Woods Blvd.; Riverside Landings, 1801 E. Broadway St.
At these Publix locations in Orlando: Alafaya Commons Shopping Center, 1181515 E. Colonial Dr.
The Shoppes at Eastwood, 1921 S. Alafaya Tri; Corner Lakes Plaza, 16825 E. Colonial Dr.;
Publix at Avalon, 3400 Avalon Park East Blvd.; Suncrest Village, 101115 University Blvd .
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•
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The mission of the Office of Student Involvement (OSI) is to provide quality programs, services, and leadership opportunities that enrich students'
academic endeavors. Students and staff co!laborate to explore various· paths that encourage personal growth, promote civic responsibility, embrace
differences, a!1d connect students ~o the campus and the community. In OSI, the journey is the destination.

C/lMPl~S .ACTIVITIES BOARD
The Campus Activities Board is a student-run organization that provides diverse programming funded by the Activity and Service Fee. By utilizing the
expertise of 10 student appointed directors, CAB ensures that each experience provides an opportunity for networking, leadership and development,
lasting friendships and irreplaceable memories. Visit www.cab.ucf.edu for more information.

FRATERNITY AND SORORITY LIFE
The Office of Fraternity and Sorority Life fosters and promot~s the development of national fraternities and sororities on the UCF campus by providing
advice, services, and programs to ensure all members have high-quality undergraduate fraternal experiences that reinforce each organization's
founding principles: Scholarship, Leadership, Community Service, Sisterhood/Brotherhood and Campus Involvement. We hope that you will consider
participating in the 2008·09 Fraternity and Sorority Recruitment/Membership Jntake processes which are quickly approaching. Stop in and see what
our Greek community has to offer you! Visit www.greeklife.sdes.ucf.edu .

•

HOMECOMING
Homecoming is a once a year, fun-filled, fast-paced week of sports, free entertainment, and tons of giveaways. A year is spent planning each day of
Homecoming so that no detail is overlooked. Sports events, comedians, an outdoor movie, concerts, a fair, Skit Knight, a parade through·campus,
and the one-of-a-kind pep rally in the Reflecting Pond, Spirit Splash, will leave you dizzy and exhausted from so much excitement. This year's
Homecoming theme is A Knight's Quest: It's Our Journey. Visit www.udhc.com for more information.

KNIGHTCAST

.

.

Knightcast (WKNT) is UCF's student-run radio station. Broadcasting at www.knightcast.org, Knightcast gives students the opportunity to express
themselves creatively by providing a venue for all types of programming - music, sports, politics, talk, etc, No prior experience is required! Knightcast
is looking for students just Like you to be DJs, promotional staff, technical support, or assist with design and development. Visit our website to learn
more about getting involved or just to listen to some great student programming.

KNIGHTS OF THE ROtJNDTABLE (KoRT)
Knights of the RoundTable (KoRT) serves as a resource for student organizations through advertisement, education·, and promotion. KoRT hosts
workshops that organization representatives attend in order to learn about leadership topics and share upcoming event information. Every semester,
KoRT hosts Opening Knight, where students have the opportunity to me~t representatives from over 150 student organizations. Visit
www.KoRT.GetlnvolvedUCF.com for more information.

LATE KNIGHTS
Late Knights is a free event held once a month from 9pm - 2am. You can find free food, a wealth of activities, entertainment, prizes, and giveaways.
Every Late Knights has a unique theme that gives you a chance to experience some new activities, as well as some old favorites. Hear a comedian,
sing karaoke, have your face painted, learn to juggle, or do any number of similar activities, all in one njght! Stay on campus for the best nighttime
entertainment around. Visit www.ucflateknights.com for more information.

MULTICULTURAL STUDENT CENTER (MSC)
This is an exciting new year for the MSC and we would like you to be ·a part of it. The MSC creates cultural and diverse events throughout the year
and provides advanced .support to various cultural initiatives. Through programming and outreach, the MSC encourages Knights to educate, unite,
socialize, and share information affecting our cultures and lives. This is not only an OAportunity for

you to learn and grow as an individual, but the

MSC affords you the opportunity to educate others ... all while you are having fun. Visit www.msc.getinvolveducf.com for more information.

' STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION (SGA)
The Student Government Association (SGA) represents the student voice around campus and within the community and state through its three
branches: executive, legislative, and judicial. SGA allocates over thirteen million dollars from the Activity and Service Fee and serves students' needs
through services, agencies, and projects. Some of the services provided include the Safe Ride Program, computer labs, student scho~arships, free
scant-rons, UCF Ticket Center, and a wide range of events, such .as Universal Knights! Visit www.sga.ucf.edu for more information.

VOLUNTEER UCF {VUCF)
Volunteer Uc°F (VUCF) is dedicated to promoting community service and education on various social issues to the University of Central Florida campus,
through a variety of programs, committees, and ongoing-projects. Thr~ugh volunteerism students gain valuable knowledge and experience, have- a

.

great time, and meet new friends, all while benefiting the community. Visit www.vucf.getinvolveducf.com or just stop _by the Office of Student
.
Involvement for more information.

FAMILY WEEKEND
SAVE THE DATE! This year's Family Weekend is October 3-5, 2008. There are many exciting events for you and your family
to attend throughout the weekend. Depart~ents all over campus

will be participating to welcome your family and friends

to UCF. For updates on Famity Weekend check our website: www.getinvolveducf.com/familyweekend.
8 25 ~ 18 t 29 U8

08/28/2008

The lnterfraternity Council is gearing up for recruitment once again this year! Each
of the 17 affiliated organizations will be tabling in front of the Union the first week of
school. Formal recruitment is scheduled for Tuesday, September 2-5, 2008. For more
information please visit the IFC website at http://ifc.ucf.edu. Outside Student Union

8 - 10pm Campus Activities Board presents "Knightstock" Concert. CAB will host a
rocked out concert on Memory Mall showcasing local bands for students to enjoy.
~emoryMall

08,291~008
7 - 8pm Homecoming presents "Homecoming 101." Come find out ways to get

•

involved as an individual or as a Registered Student Organization. This is a great
opportunity to meet the 2008 Homecoming Executive Board and find out ways to
volunteer! Student Union, Cape Florida Room 316A

JJ 2-

•
•

2~~

7 - 9pm CAB presents "Open Mic Knight & Karaoke". The mic is yours! Come share
your talents at Open Mic or try out your vocal chords with Karaoke! Southside BBQ
&Pizza
9pm - 2am Late Knights presents Pep Rally: Rush Black and Gold. Come out to
Memory Mall and show your school spirit at our first Late Knights of the year. Dant
miss this great Late Knight experience! Memory Mall

9pm - 12am Campus Activities Board presents Movies on the Plaza. A 26-foot tall
movie screen will be set up in front of the UCF Arena and students will be invited to
come out and watch a movie under the night sky. Knights Plaza

8/27/Ob 8 29 08
1 - 3pm Fraternity and Sorority t.ife is hosting its annual Welcome Back Milk and
Cookies Open House in the office. This is your opportunity to come out, learn more
about fraternal organizations, meet the staff, and enjoy refreshments! Student Union
Rm 154

www-getinvolveducf.com .

•
B8
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Beijing closes out Olympics with many bangs
DAVID CRARY

GET YOUR FACTS STRAIGHT

Associated Press

BEIJING - With help from
British star power, China concluded its debut as Olympic
host Sunday after 16 days of
near-flawless logistics and
superlative athletic . achievement - coexisting awkwardly
with the government's wariness
of dissent and free speech.
A spectacular closing ceremony opened with torrents of
fireworks and included a pulsating show-within-a-show by
London, host of the 2012
Olympics. From a stage formed
from a red double-decker bus,
Led Zeppelin guitarist Jimmy
Page played classic rock hit
"Whole Lotta Love" and soccer
icon David Beckham booted a
ball into the surrounding throng
of athletes on the stadium floor.
Then more lyrical music
returned, and the Olympic
flame atop the stadium was
extinguished. A
carnivalthemed segment completed the
show, featuring a duet by Spanish tenor Placido Domingo and
Chinese soprano Song Zuying.
There was another, noisier barrage of fireworks and confetti
filled the air.
To a large extent, China, an
emergent superpower, got what
it had craved from these longsought games: a dominant effort
by its athletes to top the goldmedal standings for the first

DARRON CUMMINGS/ ASSOCIATED PRESS

,

The Olympic interlocking rings were one of the many fireworks during the Olympics' dosing ceremony Sunday night in Beijing.

time and almost glitch-free
organizing . that showcased
world-class venues and cheerful
volunteers to the largest-ever
peaceful influx of foreign visi-

tors.

Phelps with his eight gold
medals
in
swimming,
two athletes gave arguably the
Jamaica's ebullient Usain Bolt
greatest performances
in · with three golds and three
Olympic history - Michael world records in the sptjnts.
The International Olympic
Committee, whose selection
of Beijing as host back in 2001
was widely questioned, insist. ed its choice had been vindicated.
";Tonight, we come to the
· end of 16 glorious days which
we will cherish forever," IOC
President Jacques Rogge told
We are looking for healthy, compassionate people who are
the capacity crowd of 91,000
intere~ted in making $25-$i.OO+ PER DONATION up to twice
at the National Outdoor Stadium, and a global TV audience.
a week. Plasma is used to make medicines that keep p~ople
"Througli these Games, the
healthy. Make .money and help others at the same time!
world learned more about
China, and China learned
more about the world"
For
more
Information,
please
call:
Cat/ Mid-F/onda
The head of the Beijing
today to ~et up
Mid-Florida Biologicals
organizing committee, Llu Qi,
Yourap
said the games were ''testimo'Pomtmentt
(407) 628-4248
. As a bonus, not just one but

EARN MONEY FOR YOUR
PLASMA DONATION

PASSING THE TORCH
Sunday's dosing ceremonies featured
English guests such as soccer star David
Beckham and Led Zeppelin guitarist
Jimmy Page atop a ~ble-decker bus.

FlAMEOUT
The Olympic torch was extinguished
just prior to a duet by Spanish tenor
Placido Domingo and Chinese tenor
Song Zuying.

SHOW METHE MONEY
With the world focused on Beijing,
China spared no expense, investing $40
billion into the Olympics.

WHOLE LOT OF BREAKING GOING ON
Led by Michael Phelps and Usain Bolt,
athletes broke 43 world records and .
132 Olympic records during the games.

ny to the fact that the world
has rested its trust in China."
He called them "a grand celebration of sport, of peace and
friendship."
Rogge and the IOC were
criticized by human rights
groups for their reluctance to
publicly challenge the ~hi- ·
nese as various controversies
arose over press freedom and
detention of dissidents. Athletes shied away from making
political statements, and
''protest zones" established in
Beijing went unused as the
authorities refused to issue
permits for them.
But the atmosphere was
· festive at the stadium as fireworks burst from its top rim
- and from locations across
Beijing - to begin the closing
ceremony.
After an anny band played
the Chinese national anthem,
hundreds of gayly dressed
dancers, acrobats and drummers swirled onto the field,
then made room for the athletes, strolling in casually and
. exuberantly from four different entrances.
china· invested more than
$40 billion in the games,
which it viewed as a chance to
show the world its dramatic
economic progress. Olympic
telecasts achieved record ratings in China and the United
States, and the games' presence online was the most
extensive ever.
Rogge said these Olympics
would leave a lasting, positive

legacy for China - improved
transportation infrastructure,
a more aggressive approach to
curbing air polluti0n and
other environmental problems. Smog that enveloped
the city early in the games
gave way to mostly clear skies,
easing fea.rs that endurance
events might be hazardous for
the athletes.
Rogge ackpowledged that
China, despite promises of
press freedom during the
games, continued to block
access to numerous politically
oriented Web sites, including
those related to Tibet and the
outlawed spiritual movement
~alunGong.
However, he contended .
that media restrictions were
looser during the Olympics
than beforehand, "and so we
believe the games had a good
influence:•
Human rights groups dis- .
agreed
''The reality is that the Chinese government's hosting of
the games has been a catalyst
for abuses, leading to massive
forced evictions, a surge in the
arrest, detention and harass..:
ment of critics, repeated violations of media freedom, and
increased political repres-'
sion," said Sophie Richardson
of Human Rights Watch. "Not
a• single world leader who
attended the games or ·members of the IOC seized the
opportunity to challenge .the ·
Chinese government's behavior in any meaningful way."

.,
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Located near I-4 by the Altamonte Mall
www.cangene.com/donor.htm

The plan offers you:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Inpatient and Outpatient Care, including Mental
Health
Coverage for prescrfption drugs, up to $1,000
Access to Aetna's nationwide network of
participating health care professionals
Travel Assistance Servi~es and Wc;>rldwide Medical
Coverage 1
Optional dental insurance programs
Vision, Fitness, and Natural Products and Services
Discount Programs 1,2, 3

Enroll today at
·
www.aetnastudenthealth.com

U·CF TEST PREP COURSES

•

Smarter Test Prep.
407 .882. TEST www.testprep.ucf.edu
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BRINGING UCF TO YOU
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·Three senior leaders to be critical to UCF's sticcess
FROM 81

noted that the Ohio State
game will be "a big treat for
the boys," and that the USF
game is ·..a good rivalry game
and I am excited for them to
come to us."
Coach Cunningham said
that the team has a legitimate
shot at making the postseason. For the team to reach
that goal, they have to excel in
· conference play. The Knights'
goal is to finish in the top
eight in the conference,
which will qualify them for
the Conference USA tournament. Froin there, the winner
of the tournament has an
automatic bid to the NCAA
tournament. Cunningham
said those goals are attainable.
"Our goal is to win," he
said "The ultimate goal is to
be competitive in our nonconference schedule. But; we
want to finish in the top eight
and make a name for ourselves in the conference.''
· Many of these goals will
be within reach due to the
fact that the Knights have a
strong returning core, in
addition to a very young
.team.

Senior Ryan Roushandel
will look to guide the team
this year. Last year, he led
UCF with e ight goals, 17
points, and three gamewinners. He was voted onto
the 2007 All-Conference
USA'Second Team and the C. USA All-Academic Team.
In addition to Roushandel,
senior Chris Andaur will help
with his leadership. He
recorded 13 shots on goal and,
two assists last season.
Goalie Sean Johnson
returns as a sophomore/this
year after a strong fre;,hman
season: Johnson made 17
starts last year and recorded
83 saves. · He · added two
shutouts and finished with a
2.10 goals-against average and
a .680 saves percentage.
In addition to those three
players, - the
Knights
improved their depth chart
with top recruit Kevan
George.
With UCF fielding a good
mix of seniors and young t;,tlented prospects, they will
look to erase last year's mistakes. Last year, the team had
an 0-6-2 conference record
and an 0-7-1 away record. In
addition to that, the Knights
. were outscored 39-24-·b y their

.

opponents, had a 1.29 goal·s
scored average compared to
their opponents 2.10 average,
and had 15 assists compared

to their opponents' 30 assists.
The Knights know how
important 'conference play is,
which is why they have

.

Bolt more intriguing than·Phelps
FROM 81

could he have run that 100meter dash? .9.55? It doesn't
seem humanly possible, but
he would've gotten close ifhe
hadn't begun to celebrate
with 20 meters remaining. .
Phelps
.has
already
reached his -peak. He's not
going for nine gold medals .in
2012. But we don't know
exactly what Bolt tan do, and
that makes him a Uttle more
intriguing. Plus, the title of
world's · fastest man will ·
always hold more prestige
than world's best swimmer.
MATT DUNHAM / ASSOCIATED PRESS
American gymnastics He Kexin, a-Chinese gymnast who won two gold medals in these Olympics, has come
Shawn Johnson, ·with 57 under fire after an investigation was opened to find-out if she was at least 16 years old.
inches of bright-eyed, chipmunk-like cuteness· and the United States came away, That's popularity right there.
ability· to do a summersault with the most medals, but the I don•t think anyone here
· twist on a four-inch beam, Chinese ran away with most would shed a tear for Phelps if
was the medj.a darling head- of the golds - SL Maybe he was unable to compete for
ing into the Olympics. But it some of them were obtained his eighth gold.
U.S. Basketball returns
was the equally talented Nas- ' by athletes under the age of
tia_Liukin who came away 16, but nothing will conie of to the throne "The Redeem
" with the biggest prize in the that. Those gymnasts are safe Team" is an utterly ridiculous
sport, becoming just the third . ~ long as their government nickname, but if this squad
U.S. woman to win the all- continues to make their pass- wouJd have left Beijing with
anything other than the gold,
around event at the Olyttipics. · 'ports and birth certificates.
Maybe the biggest story it may not have been let back
After winning just ohe
gold in four events, people was of a Chinese athlete who into the states: Seriously.
They capped off a tournawill say Johnson slightly did not compete. Liu Xiang is
underachieved. Meanwhile, the biggest Chinese ·athletic ment . filled . with blowouts
it's Liukin who will become star in that country. He was with a very entertaining,
the idol of young girls across the reigning Olympic cl;iam- competitive game against
America Toe next Mary Lou. pion of the 110-µieter hurdles Spain. It wasn't pretty, but the
The American men were and featured on the cover of U.S. got the job done. All is
forgiven, George Karl and
deservedly pleased with their Time right before ·the games.
third-place finish in the allBut he _didn't even qualify Larry Brown.
Absurd sports I watched
around. Without the reigning for · the final in these
gold-medal winner in the Olympics. He was battling a at least some parts of all 28
event, Paul Hamm, a group of right foot injury, tried to give sports in these Olympics, and
Olympic newbies surpassed it a go during qualifying but · when you get that many
all expectations to take the was in too much pain. sports together for the world,
bronze.
Reports state that people in not all of them are going to be
Chinese athletes The the stands were ~e~ping. as captivating as track and
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Midfielder Chris Andaur will look to maneuver the Knights through the opposition this year as one of the team's 3 senior leaders. He record~ 13 shots on goal and 2 assists last season.

fieid. Case in ,Point, equestrian. See, I thought there was
only one discipline under
equestrian: sho:w jumping.
You know, the one where you
might see a rider go head·first
over their horse if it doesn't
clear a barrier?
But, on the opening day of
· competition, I see this event
called dressage. It's occasionally called "horse ballet:' so
you know it's good Basically,
a person dressed up as a
glamorized valet -attendant
guides a horse around a big
litter box as it jogs· in many
fancy gaits. So athletic.
A UCF connection These
Olympic Games may _have
been even more special for us
here in Orlando as Phil_Dalhausser, a 2002 UCF graduate, teamed with Todd Rogers
to claim the gold in men's
beach volleyball. First football, now beach volleyball.
UCF: Ever-so-slowly taking
over sports, one at a time
every few years.
And there was so much
more - the shocking loss by
U.S. softball, the back-to-back
feat accomplished by Misty
May-Treanor and Kerri
Walsh, Lopez Lomong carrying the American flag, the failure of the U.S. 4X100 track
relay teams, oniy five reported cases of doping.
· .I vaguely remember the
1992 Olympics with the original Dream Team. It wasn't
untiJ 1996 that I really got into
the Olympics. So an Olympic
historian I am not, but when
judging drama and entertainment in the Olympics, these
were thJ best we've seen.

worked so hard in the offseason
on their fOnditioning in an
effort to prepare them for conference and away games. This
year, they hope to have a better
. shot at .outscoring their opponents and succeeding in conference play.
The Knights hope that last
years four-win season was _just

an anomaly. Now, they will look
to be conference contenders.
With a roster containing many
young players and a few seniors
who are hoping for one more
shot at a championship, along
with the team's offseason commitment, · the UCF Men's
Soccer team hopes that it isn't
too far from its goal.

Areyou il'.l_
terested in an exciting career?

••••••••••
Are you a current college
Freshmar, or Sophomore? ,

• •••••••••
Do you know what you want
to d o ~ graduation?

Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore students enrolled in Air
Force ROTC can apply for available scholarships.
Incentives· Up to $15,000 tuttion per year
include· • $900 in textbooks reimbursement
· • Monthly stipend ($300-$500)

• Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers,
Nurses, and Foreign Language Majors.
For more information,
please call:
(407) 823-1247 or
visit airforce.ucf.edu

•
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A. NOrE TO OUR VIEWERSt OUR REPORTER 1-tAS ADMITTE.P
USING A SENTENCE WITl-l MORE TI-lAN FIVE WORDS! ONE WORD

EVEN l-lADT14REE. SYLLABLES IN lT! FOX NEWS DEEPLY AS:=OLOGIZES!
IT WILL N9f HAPPEN A<5A!N!

. ~e best vacations
are 0ften unexpected

DON WRIGHT/ PALM BEACH POST

OUR STANCE

Guns don't belong
.

.

•
111 school,

W

hat if you walked.into
your first class this
.
week, sat down, got out
some paper to scribble notes on
and then you noticed that the professor at the front of the room is
strapped with a 9-millli;neter
handgun on their belt? What
would be your first reaction?
Some say this occurrence should
take place in every passroom in
the country. Those some are also
from the great state of Texas the biggest bunch of ".freedom"
loving, church-going, gun-toting
folks you will ever meet.
The school district in Harrold,
Texas will allow all staff members
to carry concealed weapons starting this fall The district's superintendent, David Thweatt, said that .
the schools are at a disadvantage
in the case of ap emergency
because the nearest sherifl's office
is 30 minutes away. He also says
that the district is near a very,
busy highway which could
increase the chance of being targeted in a school shooting.
The teachers and staff would
have to take a crisis management
training course and obtain a con-

.

period

cealed weapons permit. Concise of Congressional authority. .
cealed weapons permits aren't
Therefore it is left up to each
exactly the be-all and end-all of
institution (or school district in
gun responsibility.
this case) to decide whether to
Anyone who wants to carry a
allow legally carried guns into
schools.
·
gun around can go to the nearest
gun show and sit through a twoStudents and faculty at the
hour crash course on gun laws
. University of Utah are allowed to
and safety tips. The state runs a
carry weapons on school premisbackground check and barring
es, but 1ttat has been highly conany prior felonies, restraining tested by anti-violenGe groups
orders or mental illnesses, the gun who say that guns should be limitnut receives their license to carry
ed to trained public officials like
police officers. 'nie University of
. a deadly weapon with them at all
Utah actually preferred to have
times.
Thweatt told the Fort Worth · neither students nor faculty car;ryStar-Telegram, ''When the federal . ing weapons at all _a nd instituted a .
government started making weapons ban. but the issue was
schools gun-free·zones, that's
brought before the Utah Supreme
when all of these shootings startCourt and the ban was struck
ed Why would you put it out
down in 2006.
there that a group of people can't
There is absolutely no reason
for anyone other than police offidefend themselves? That's like
saying 'sic 'em' to a dog." .
cers or security officials to 4ave
. While it is true that Congress
guns. Allowing the average citizen
to carry a weapon into a school
tried to ban weapons from .
schools with the Gun-Free School only increases the potential for
tragedy. Miscommunication could
Zones Act ofl990, the Supreme
lead to disaster. A teacher may
Court subsequently shot that
down in the case of United States
interpret a student's body lanv. Lopez where they ruled that the
guage to be threatening or vice
act was ail unconstitutional exer-.
versa and then chaos ensues.

Greek rivalries
.
.

.

should ·stay offline
A

•
•

s the UCF Greek community continues to expand,
welcoming new pledge
classes to fall rosters, we've
noticed that gossip also seems to
be amplified as Internet junkies
find themselves glued to the
drama fest that is GreekRank.com.
GreekRank is a site dedicated
to taking individual universities
and their Greek systems and ranking the various sororities and .fraternities by anonymous user
input. Basically; we see it as a sort
ofRatemyprofessors.com but for
Greek life, except it doesn't really
promote education but rather provides an excuse to talk some serious trash.
The site ranks the sororities
separate from the .fraternities, but
the guidelines for rankings are the
same. Each gossipmonger is
expected to score each organization from one to five (five being
the best) in the categories of hotness, popularity; classiness, fun
and involvement. After those
scores are inputted, the user is
also allowed to submit an up to
1,00<kharacter message about
why they scored the way they did
Unfortunately; the 'glory of anonymous responses is that it allows
people to show their true colors as
they continually bash the different
organizations without the threat
ofmaking themselves look like a
tool
It is rumored the site was started at Florida State University; but
the FAQpage implies that those
claims are just as bogus as the
very rumors started on its forums.

Whether or not it was started so
close to home, the site seems to be
gaining instant popularity at UCF,
attracting trash talkers from all
comers ofthe campus. Rankings .
seem to change daily on the UCF
page as visitors consistently share
their two cents on w4_o the cool·
kids are. But as more and more
students log on to this site, we feel ·
that more and more credit will be
lost for UCF Greek life as a whole.
- It appears that a lot of the users
seem to be Greek themselves as
they commonly state in comments or in usernames, but we
feel that engaging in this sort of
middle-school drama is hurting
the UCF Greek system rather than
promoting it. Our question.i s why
would anyone want to join the
Greek life when this site has made
it blatantly obvious that so many
of these .fraternities and sororities
are sparring so much that someone needs to come separate them
and put them in time out?
Although it's a pretty well
known fact that many ofthe
nation's greatest leaders were
once in Greek life, the emphasis
that this site seems to be putting
on appearances overshadows the
true standards ofleadership and
principles that these organizations
were founded upon. The UCF
Office of Fraternity and Sorority
Life Web site states that the university's Greek life value system is
based Qn principles of ''integrity;
community; inclusiveness, friendship, scholarship and leadership."
Is it just us, or is it a little ironic
that this GteekRank site seems to

/.

contradict that entire mission statement? lt's not uncommon to
see statements like, "Gross" or
"They're nice but gee~," that
imply these values don't seem to
be permeating throughout the
Greek system considering the low
blows that are seen on nearly
every link.
So as many of us get a kick out
of seeing the .fraternities and
sororities battle for the No. l spot
on this phony forum, we feel it
may be a good idea for UCF
Greek life to stray away from sites
that exploit the rivalries within the
communities they claim are so
tight-knit. Unless someone can
turn this site around to something
positive, which would be like turning Janice Dick,inson into Mother
Teresa, we really don't see this site
doing anything but harming the
Greek community that keeps the
long-standing traditions ofbrotherhood and sisterhood alive and
available to the students who
choose to make the decision to
join the Greek life.
So for those of you nnfamUiar
with the Greek system, we strong- ·
ly advise.you take the content on
this site about as seriously as you
take a Richard Simmons workout
tape. While it may be there to
serve a purpose, in the end it's just
a pair of short shorts away from
being a flat-out joke. But until our
Greek system stops subscribing
and participating in these activities, GreekRank.com may become
the catalyst for the downhill spiral
of ~tu.dents' perception of their
Greek system.

just down the street, I now feel
As the summer quickly
like we have too much convencomes to an end, savor the
ience. Residents in Crawford
moments you have left. Take it
have to drive more than 25
all in, slow down as much as
miles just to locate a Wal-Mart.
you can, because things are
It was hard for me to even
about to get hectic. Whether
fathom such a thing. The counyou spent the summer worktry life took some getting used
ing, studying or bored out of
to considering rve always been
your µrind, it is always key to
adty girl
take a vacation. Before you
So there we were, driving
know it, midterms will be
JACKIE JIMENEZ·
.Contributing Writer
through the mountains of
approaching and you will
South Dakota and out in the
regret not taking advantage of
distance we saw the back of Mount
the long Labor Day weekend
.
Rushmore - a gigantic monument towA couple of weeks ago, I did just that
- I packed my bags and set off to Den.:
ering over the streets of Keystone. As
we made our way around the mountain,
ver. Actually, I didn't spend much time
the landmark stood there - four presiin Denver; rather it was a plane stop
dents carved into a rock. But it was not
where I then proceeded to drive to
Crawford, Neb. Why would I go to a
just that; it was a piece of art. I found
Mount Rushmore to be remarkable. It
small town in Nebraska? Well, I was
took the sculptor 15_years to finish the
coaxed into going with my boyfriend to
rock formation. As we ventured closer, I
attend his family reunion.
· So, there we were, off the plane, won- noticed how the National Park Service
dering how to get to this small, country
kept the aesthetics of the monument
look;ing spectacular. Even though some
town. Maps in hand, we trekked across
the west toward our final destination.
features of the rock had eroded, the
After already spending most of the day
presidents were still easy to recognize.
on a plane, I thought five hours of driv.:
To the right, I saw a painter creating a
ing would be especially long and boring. his next potential masterpiece. This
Rather, it was the opposite. I had never
·place was an artist's haven. I could not
been out west, other than to California,
imagine a better inspiration to paint,
but I had yet to see mountains as magdraw, or write with the mountainous
nificent as the Rockies - a seemingly
landscape as far as the eye could see.
On the way back to Crawford, we
never-ending, picturesque collection of
mountains. I had never seen a sky so
made frequent stops to capture the
blue or that µiany cows, bison and deer
essence of the west. Even though I
in their _natural habitat. We found ourcould not see myself living there, it
selves frequently stopping just to ,snap a · would definitely be worth another trip
-to take in the additional sights. I never.
photo of the beautiful wildlife. Five
hours of driving turned into a few hours could have fathomed a sunset so color· of scenic paradise.
ful and clear; wildlife so free and
The next day, we set off to South
untouched. lwas astonished at the
sparsely populated areas, but lmew that
Dakota in search of Mount Rushmore.
Ever since liigh school, I had wanted to
the residents enjoyed their serene backtake a cross-country road trip. After
yard anyway,
.
years of thinking about it, this was my
. If you ever get a chance to head out
west, take the· time to breathe in the
chance. Upon driving through a town
with a population of just 18 residents, I
. fresh air. Stop just to watch the sunset. If
realized something _:_ everything wa~ ·
you need to clear your head, Nebraska
so spread out in this part of the country. is a great place to do it. On the road,
I was not used to that. Having a Starcars are far and few between. No distractions - just you and nature.
bucks _o n every block ,and a gas station

China's.best. aspectS
.ate often left unseen
We still have trouble
didn't think we would ever
catching our breath,
find ourselves here either.
although the reality seems
Home to the 2008 Sumto be slowly sinking in; we
mer Olympics, Beijing is a
were 8,000 miles away
pla~e that makes you rub
from home in a nation
your eyes·repeatedly when
, with a population four
you wake up and see the
times that of the United
millions of people walking
States.
the streets, purchasing
JENNIFER GARVIN &
The opportunity of a
produce in the markets,
MARLEE POPLUDER
lifetime was handed to .us
taking pictures, and of
Contributing Writers ·
and we took advantage of
course speaking their
it without a flinch of hesinative language.
. It's incredible what someone can captation. Our dynamic internship with
Ogilvy Public Relations allowed us to
ture in three weeks time. The amount of
have a front row .1,eat in the global public knowledge and information we
relations marketplace. Also, being faceabsorbed through this experience can
to-face with the president of Ogilvy
not even be imagined through a textChina has not only opened our eyes to
book.
what our abilities aie at this day and age,
Bombarded with new projects, prebut to what we may contribute to the
. sentations and seminars, we were overindustry in the future.
whelmed not with stress, but sheer
To be honest, we were more conexcitement to be given the opportunity
cerned about our ears popping on the
to be involved in so mariy important
flight abroad and what type of food they
tasks.
' would be serving than about the culture
Our first project on Corporate Social
shoc;:k we would be experience in 14
Responsibility illustrated the importance
hours. The food w~ surprisingly appeof a company's involvement in the com-1
tizing, but what we were really looking
munity, environment and other global
forward to was some authentic wonton
· issues. We now understand that what
soup and bourbon chicken our first
matters is not only how employees are
night in town. Boy were we in for a treat treated and compensated, it's about giv(and no, we don't mean a fortune cooking back to the community and the rest
ie) when we arrived in one of the
oftheworld
world's largest cities, Beijing. It's funny
Our .next project was with the Swatch
how both food items are relatively nonWatch Team. Through this sector of our
existent in Beijing, not to mention the
internship we were able to learn a lot
typical rice fields with straw hat workers about the innovative company's
that you see in movies.
.
approaches toward clients, campaigns,
We can officially proclaim that we are products and overall strategy. Our
ignorant to society outside ·the United
favorite and most hands on portion of
States, and we can almost guarantee that the internship was the Swatch Conalmost anyone who travels abroad from
sumer Research Project. With our·perthe U.S. would come back saying the
sonal Chinese translator, we were guidsame thing. Beijing is an entire world in
ed to the many Swatch stores to find
itsel£ The aggressive driving, traffic and
information about the 20-to- 30-year-old
bicycle parking lots speak for themfemale consumer. Working with Swatch
selves. We had never experienced exotic these past few weeks has taught us not
food such as tongue, chicken throat and
only about Ogilvy and public relations,
fried scorpions; and, well honestly; we
but about the Chinese people·and their
lifestyle.
still haven't.
What we can say we have experiAs we concluded our journey in Beienc~d is witnessing some of the beautijing and returned to our country full of
ful sights such as the, Forbidden City;
hamburgers, greasy fries and super-sized
Temple of Heaven. Ming Dynasty
meals, we will always remember the
Tombs and of course, climbing atop the
nation that opened their doors to us, the
Great Wall of China. Not many people
nation which allowed us to experience a
can say they have had this opportunity
brief glimpse of the public relations field
at 20 years old, and up until this trip we
among more than 1.3 billion people.
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Roommates

Sublease
ForSale: Homes

B
A
A
B

Counselors wanted for afterschool
program at KidTown,USA, Winter
Springs. Great facilities and kids.
Would suit Elementary Education
Major. Call 407 696 0113.
UCF Experiential Learning
Co-op/Internships. Earn a competitive
salary. Gain major-rel_
a ted woFk
experience. Work flexible hours.
Visit Ferrell Commons, Ste. 203, call
407-823-2667 or email
el@mail.ucf.edu.
Maitland veterinary clinic hiring all
positions. Please call or fax resume
407-645-1970 or 407-645-0834 (f) or
come into office to fill out application.
$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS . .+
expenses. Non smokers, ages 19-29,
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3 .0
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com'

"

MAJORS!
Fall Marketing Internship Available!
Flex hours (10-15/weeii:). Great
experience! Fast-paced work
environment. Must be energetic,
creative, hard-working!
UCF credit available.
Send resume w/ cover letter to
RyanM@KnlghtNewspapers.com.
Weekend Call Coord. for real estate
company located near UCF. Saturday
& Sunday daytime only. great pay.
Send cover letter and resume to
. employment@kwwaterford.com
Weekend Groundscleaner - $12/hr
Hunter's Ridge Apartments
Sat & Sun, 7:30am - _9:30am
Call 407-677-7070
Nanny needed for 3yr old & 1 1/2 yr
old. On IVJonday and Tuesday. Must
have exp., referern!es. Call 407-2397292 or 352-220-8037

SALES REP NEEDED!
Classified Sales Rep needed for
Central Florida Future & Seminole
Chronicle. Sales Experience
Preferred, Flexible Schedule, Great
Opportunity! Looking for hard
working, reliable, energetic person t9
SELL SELL SELLI Email resume and
availability to:
Trishal@Knightnewspapers.com

Executive search and recruiting
firm Is In need of agresslve and
energetic PT sales associates.
Great pay and resume builder.
Very flexible hours, fun and young
Orlando office. 321-257-0812 or
Wllllam.S@CrawiordThomas.com
Science/engineering/math _graduate
students! Part-time math tutors •
needed. Please call Allan Torres 407856-9619.

Sitter Wanted - After school
M-F, 3 to 6, homework extremely
Important! Oviedo home, car & ref a
must, 407-366-6522 dflorence@cJwassoc.com
WANTED: EXPERIENCED THEATRE
MANAGER: THE ·GRAND 12 in LA.KE
MARY: Prior management experience_
required. Prior theatre experience a
plus, but not a prerequisite.EOE.
Good pay and benefits.
Fax resume to 321 -832-0208 or email
to lakemary@amstarcinemas.co':1·.

r;ff HELP WANTED:
lu:.I Part-Time
Library jobs available an hours
and days to ·accommodate your
classes. Undergrad: $6.79, FWS:
$7.25, Grad: $7.29. Apply online at

•

http://library.ucf.edu

10Ml1i·iYiir:Fiiiitici
in a young girrs life?
BECOME AMENTOR AND HELP SHAPE THE
MINDS OF OUR FUTURE LEADERS WITH
THE GET REAL MENTORING PROGRAM!
; .., "h1fl.'ff!f<Jrm,J{111n Cunt,Hf frr.>Scolf ,1t G11ISco11t1 ol(IUID (UU/ICII

407 i'l96 .f-'15 e~ 1212orowll {1/fm (f',,OrlJ

GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
Paid Survey Takers Needed in
Orlando. 100% FREE to Jciln.
Cilek ~n Surveys.
work one day week - sell our exclusive
collegiate UCF planks. you buy for
$5.30 (delivered) and sell for at least
$9.99 or more on game days. 877-2626937 kim.schaffer@nacedar.com www.nacedar.com

200
1150 sf, 2bed, 2.5 bath, 2-story
TOWNHOUSE for rent. Screened
porch, pond view, community pool.
$1100/month + $800 security deposit.
. (407)766-2592.
3 BR 2 BATH 2 CAR GARAGE HOME
- 5 Min From -UCF First Month/Deposit
$1495/mo. 407-222-4926
www.groundlevelcustoms.com/House

3/2 Home For Rent Near UCF
Modern block home, great room,
scrnd patio, fncd yard. Tile f!oors w/
capeted bedrooms. $1395/mo. Call
407-221-7959 See at
ButlerSellsHouses.com/PL57266
, Lake/Pool-side unit ls on Lk Pineloch Downtown. Incl. water,OUC for power.,
Access to & 1-4/408. 2 Bdrms offer lrg
closets, connecting bthrm w/2 sinks.+
half bath w/ WO. Call 407-898-0112
Oviedo Alafaya Woods Home Avail to
Faculty and Students! 4/2.5/2 with
living, dining,. family, fireplace, pool,
3000sq. ft. $1780/mo.
Call 941 -737-9522
Beautiful 3/2· custom duplex. 2 miles to
UCF. 1150 sq ft. Appliances & lawn
service incl. Non-smoking. $1250/mo.
+ security deposit. 407-359-5001
For Rent! Fully remodeled 2/2 w/loft
townhouse. W/0, tile floors, living room
and dining area. $850/mo.1 mile from
UCF Call 407-340-8124

1st month freel 1/1 condo 3rd fir.
Uptown Altamonte. $700/mo pool,w/d,most utllltes lncld.'Avall ASAP.
Lun5210@yahoo.com for more Info.
Townhouse For Rent in Cambridge
Circle. 2 Bd/2.5 Ba, <111 appliances
included. 1/2 mi. from UCF, W/D. Avail
Now. $800/mo. Call 407-575-4388 or
407-31 0-6583
TOWNHOUSE FOR RENT
approx. 1 mile from UCF campus
2bd/2ba w/loft, washer/dryer, patio.
·
Avail. August
Hurry, wont lastlll $739/mo.
Call 954-648-6644

Renters Stop Wasting Money
Special ZERO down home loan
programs help renters to become
owners. Free details pcarter@remax.net. Paul Carter REALTOR 407-9252734 Remax Town and Country

400 Services

B

500 Announcements

A

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

600 Travel'

B

700 Wonhlp

B

800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted

B•
B

Located Near Campus
-----'-407-679-2700

Waterford Landings l. 5 min.from UCF
Luxury Condo, 2br/2ba, pool, available
August. $475/roommate + 1/2 utilities
Call (407) 247-6423
.

www.workforstudents.com

0

$1200 CASH UPFRONT TO

4
8 3

TAKE OVER LEASE 4 bedroom
stu~ent apartment ·off ol N.
Alafaya Dr. near UCF. FOR RENT:
1 bdrm/lg walk-In closet/fullbath.New carpet.Obie bed/desk/chest.
W/D in apt. ldv. cable,lnternet,&
elect. Incl Pool,weight and fitness
rm. basketball court. Take over
·Aug.1 lease for 12 months & get
$1200 in cash upon signing.CONTACT RON (727) 409-8685

Project Manager
Personal Assistant Needed
Part-time flexible hours • Most work
from home • Must have excellent writing
skills • $ I0/hr Email resumes to
erikdevash@gmail.com

1 •
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Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.

6 1

Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/

5

Thursday puzzle:
Hard level

1
8 4
2 9
2 3
7 6

Walk To -UCF;
spacious 2/2 condo In quiet area;pool;lake front;w/d;$1200/mo; ·
561-371-5222

Puzzles by Pappocom

7
4 2

1

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

2 MONTHS FREE RENT!!!

CROSSWORD

Beautiful, fully furnished lake view,
1st floor, condo nestled in the heart
of Lake Mary. Move-in ready with
flexible lease terms. 2 months free
rent with the signing of 1 year lease.
No pets. 850-443-2193 or
Andrewchmll@gmail.com

NEAR UCFI
This beautiful 2/2 condo has It alll
Wood floors, granite-counter tops,
stainless steel appliances Including
washer and dryer to name a few.
Resort-style i,ool, heated spa,
fitness center, community center,
tennis and volleyball courts provide
entertainment within the
community. Priced at $229,000
almost $30K below recent appraisal.
Call Agent at (407) 310-7309 for
more Information.

$450/mo utilities/net included
3/1 house ten minutes from' UCF
9549371223 koyapb@ix.netcom.com
available now
$480 a month. Female to share 2/2.5
2 story townhouse. Immaculate
condition. Gated community, access to
clubhouse, gym and pool. Everything ·
but electricity is included. Contact
Sherene 305-528-0637
2/1 .5, $1300, kitchen, laundry, gym,
pqol, UTILITIES INCLUDED, Baldwin
Park. Month to month, one month
deposit, 407-739-8891 , Gina

350
Buy and Sell new and used
textbooks with University of Central
Florida students and college
students nationwide. Cut out the
middle man and try
MyTextbookSpace.com..

KnightOutfitters.com

AUGUST RENT FREE

New UCF Apparel Store
Shirts from $14.99
Get Outfitted!

3/2 Condo Mins from UCF off Alafayp
1 BR avai111_ble. New, gated, clean
nicely furnished, plasma TV, I11undry
$550 Inc util, cable, wireless internet
Jason 352.359.0532 or 407.508.0001
Beautiful 5 bedroom house in gated
~ommunity minutes from UCF, VCC-,
and Waterford Lakes. Need two clean
female roommates, dog friendly, and
600/month includes all utilities and
cable/internet. Please call Cathryn at
407-435-4491 or email
catyoung85@aol.com

25+ cu ft. Kenmore Fridge
with water and Ice maker. White with
Black Trim. Perfect for extra foodand drink storage. Great condition.
Making room for new one. Must Sell!
$200/obo. Call 407-709-5098 asap.
Sterns & Foster king size pillowtop
mattress and box spring in excellent
condition.·$700. Contact 407-977-1877
or 407-921-1138.

F'emale roommate needed ASAP to
share a 3/2 house in Waterford Lakes
with 2 other girls. Hardwood floors,
f(replace. Rent is $500 a month plus
utilities.
Call 305-206-3831

Athena's by MC

Florida's Hottest Adult Dancers!
Male/Female Exotic Strippers for
whatever your reason to party!
$25 OFF when you mention this ad.
www.socoentertalnment.com or
407.227.1485 $$ALWAYS HIRING$$

1 or 2 Female Roommates N/S
Available ASAP. $475 Includes utilities.
Dean Rd. KellyRoop@hotmail.com
609-330-3673

ACROSS
1 Sign of damage
5 Norwegian
capital
9 Blocktieads
14 City on the
Brazos River
15 Furrow maker
16 Andes beast
17 Division word
18 Dancer Tommy
19 Singer Cline
20 Having tender
tootsies
22 Bit of dialog
23 Become rigid, in
away
24 Mutilates
27 On the line
29 Prevaricate
30 Thatcher's
successor
34 ETO leader
35 Verdi opera
36 Ripened
37 Aquatic mammal
39 Tabloid couple
40 Renown
41 Iron Man Ripken
42 Abrasive cloth
43 Anger 44 River of "My
Own Private
Idaho"
47 Wax lights
49 Correction spot
54 Equipment
55 Curved sword
56 in a chilling
manner
58 Floor pads
59 City slicker
60 "Divine Comedy"
poet
61 Scottish hlllside
62 Guitarist
·
Clapton
63 Pledge
64 Broadcasts
65 Agitated state

,

Fun, exciting demo parties
specializing in bedroom toys and
spa prodcuts. Book a Party with
Goddess MC! 407-666-0742
goddessmc@gmall.com

CLEAN, FURNISHED Waterford Lakes
ROOM in home available. All
UTILITIES included - $475
Responsible people email
cbfw@psualum.com or
call 407.306.8005

OOWN
1 Gulliver's
creator
2 Birch-bark craft
3 Do something
about
4 Haley book
5 Decide to pass

8/Z5/0B

@ 2008 Tf'lbune Media Sanrices, Inc.
AH rights rosorvod.

Drinks noisily
Solitary
Be In debt
Switzerland,
generally
10 Pop talk
11 Earth-orbiting
device
12 Printer's
measures
13 Express in
words
21 Bum slightly
22 LA hoopster
24 Create
25 Downy duck
26 Sordid
28 Book datum
30 Frenzied
31 Greek mal'ket
32 Propulsion
device
33 Lyric poem
35 Purpose
37 Earth tone
38 New Mexican
art colony
42 Mlcfterm, e.g .
6
7
8
9
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Last issue solved
44 Gary of golf
45 Drink of the
gods
46 Parts of eyes
48 Greek letter
50 Lateral parts
51 Reversal

.

'

52 Diameter halves
53 Standing tall
55 Bombay wrap
56 Recognizes
57 Crow hello
58 CEO's degree,
often

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

Room for Rent in furnished 4/Br home.
1 mile from UCF, off University.
Internet, cable, utilities included. $500
per month. (772) 359-2797
Looking for M/F. 1 Rm avail. in 3/2
gated comm, furnished. $450/mo. Near
UCF on Alafaya. Call 954-319-7868

ANNUAL COMMUNITY SALE
August 30th & 3 1st 7am-3pm@ 3700
· Palm Valley Dr, off of N Aiafaya Tr. 3
miles N of UCF. Hundreds of items.
Furniture of all kinds. Small
Appliances. Linens. Antiques &
collectibles. Also selling food and
drinks. Dealers are welcome !!!!

I have an empty room for rent, includes
cable, internet, electric and water.
$450.00 Only females apply, to share
with same. Across from UCF. Contact
"954-804-7280

Looking for computer users aged 35+
for 90 minute study. Earn $20 for your
time. Contact Brian@ 407-797-7460
or ucfstudy@gmaii.com

Room for rent in 6 bedroom
home. Behind UCF. internet/Cable,
utilities, W/D, dishwasher,. community
pool, $525/month. Avail.. immediately!
M/F. Call 407-876-5697 or 321-4381354

-c ;- E

M/F roommate needed ASAP.
Beautiful and spacious 3/2 with pool
and spa 1 0mins from UGF. For more
info call Scott 407-325-3322

2

Responsible N/S Male to share
beautiful.fully furnished 2/2 Condo 1/2
mile from UCF-wood floors,cath. ·
ceiling.new appliances,washer/dyerclubhouse,gym,pool,tennis courts.
Utilities and cable included. $600/mo
a vail. now - Call 813-76375517
Room for· rent in 2 story house in
Oviedo 4 miles from UCF, $420/mnthiy
all util. inc. call 407-953-1302

~

OUUllANC\

Thursday, September 4, ·2ooa
Winter Park Civic Center

NATIO!U l S OCIElY Of HISP.AlllC MUS

A Hiring Opportunity Event

.,./'Free admission

Roommate Wanted ASAP.
5 Minutes from UCF on Alafaya
G ated community. Huge closet . Own
balcony. 575 + 1/3 utilities.
Call for more info 407.376 .1636

V Open to all b4siness professionals, recent

M/F needed for 4/2 house in Avalon
Parle. Furnished , private b athroo m .
$ 500/mo all util incl. Cable, internet.
C all Kristina 407-398-5295

l

1 Rm Avail in 4/4 house. Private Bath,
Close to UCF in Oviedo, Nice
Community. Prefer Female . $500/mo.
includes util. Call Mfke 407-461-2999 _
Room. avail. in 3/2/2 $550 River Park
subdiv. private bath, 3 m i to UCF, furn.
New appl. W/D, utilit incl. Must be 25 &
up. Bkgrnd chk. Jorge 305-527-5415.

I
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CairTran·

10:00 a.m .. to 7:30 p.m.

Roommate needed for house in quiet
neighborhood w/ Grad student. $500
incl utii, wireless interne t, cable. 5 mins
from UCF 352-408-5181

I \me ·m\·Jme ·.ti
\'\.ll~ .m,\11,·11 .11' on . , :ru'c\assilicds

Title Soonsors
~

Room for rent. M/F. $500, includes:
all utilities cable/HBO Internet
washer/dryer & pool 5 MINS FROM
UCF. Matt 863-698-0177 or 863-3701997

Now hiring childcare professionals who love children.
Flexible, part-time scheduling, perfect for students!
Earn more on weekends!
Please call 407-828-0920 ext 0
to schedule an interview.

~
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Room for rent in a 2/2 CONDO,
second floor, $500/mo. inc . utilities &
Internet, laundry, pool, security, clean,
6 miles from UCF. 2 cats. Avail. 9/15
Phone (352)342-1241

d~s

SS
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Looking for roommate in a newly
refurbished 3/2 furn. or unfurnished
home off University. 7 mins from· UCF!
Mature or grad student wanted.
$450/mo util. inc l. W/D (407) 6 17-0805
The Crest at Waterford •Lakes!·
Luxury Condo 2br/2ba, w/d , gym, pool
Available August, $550/roommate +
1/2 util. Call (407) 247-6423

$}8
$}2

F1rst issue:
Each addl issue:
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HELP WANTED:
BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

~

325 For Sale: Automotive
350 For Sale: General
375 For Sale: Pets

graduates and und~rgraduate students
of all majors

-v'Resumes and business attire required_
For more information contact the NSHMBA Orlando
Chapter at 407.517.7142 or visit www.orlando.nshmba.brg
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Coupon may be used from August 25th thru August 31st
Can be used with Bright Futures, financial aid and Gray's Rewards Club Program.
·One c.oupori per customer per visit.
.-,,.",......
Coupon must be surrendered at time of purchase.
Cannot be combined with other coupons.
Minimum purchase of $50 required ·
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